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Introduction

Transition metal oxides (TMO) have received a great deal of attention in recent

years. They exhibit a variety of physical properties and can be easily produced

in single crystals, ceramics and thin films. Due to a number of oxidation states

of the transition-metal cation the TMO are one of the most stable compounds.

There is an extensive literature about the macroscopic physical properties of many

TMO’s, however the many details of the microscopic mechanisms and processes

remain largely undiscovered. For example the influence of the external stimuli,

such as the temperature or electric field, on the surface geometry and electronic

structure can be of vital use to many applications. The ABO3-type perovskites

and the strontium titanate - SrTiO3 (STO) in particular, attracted significant

attention due to variety of their physical phenomena. The STO is considered as

a model material due to extensive literature gathered on its properties. Thanks

to high electrical permitivity at room temperature it is also used in electronics(1),

especially as an replacement for SiO2 in Si-based electronics(2). The STO is also

being used as an oxygen gas sensors in high temperature(3) or as an anode in

ceramic fuel cells(4). Additionally, due to its availability as a relatively large

single crystals with appropriate doping, STO is commonly used as a substrate

for high Tc superconductors(5). The other possible implementations involves the

photocatalists and high temperature superconductors technologies.

Recently, the most prominent application came from the discovered resistive

switching (RS) phenomena. The principle of RS can be simply explained as the

ability of the material to change the resistivity upon electrical stress in a non-

volatile way. This phenomenon is interesting especially from the application point

of view, as it can be used as base for new type of memory - the Resistive Ran-

1



1. INTRODUCTION

dom Access Memory (RRAM)(6). In fact many binary(7, 8, 9, 10) and ternary

transition metal oxides exhibits RS phenomenon(11). Among other, the STO is

especially suited for the fundamental research thanks to its simple structure, the

possibility to tune electrical properties from insulating through semiconducting

to metallic via electrical or chemical gradients (or combination of both) and large

available literature. Moreover it was already shown that the RS in the undoped

STO has filamentary character(12) and that the defects, especially the oxygen

vacancies, are playing crucial role in the RS behavior. Thus from the applica-

tion point of view the control over the defect density is desirable. One way to

obtain such control is to introduce appropriate dopants. For the RRAM applica-

tions several different elements were proposed, among other the Nb, La, Fe or Cr

were considered(13). What is interesting contrary to the filamentary character of

RS phenomena in pure STO, the Nb doped samples of STO exhibited a cluster

like switching(14). It was discussed that the ionic movements led to creation of

secondary phases in a form of nano-filaments that influenced the RS phenomena.

Recently Fe doping was also proposed to be suitable for applications(15),

however the macroscopic and microscopic influence of the doping is not fully

understood. Therefore, the main goal of this thesis is to investigate the Fe doped

STO single crystals for the origin of RS phenomenon, especially the insulator-

to metal transition. Additionally for more practical approach the epitaxial thin

films were also characterized. The complexity of the interaction between sample

exposed to electrical and chemical gradients (or combination of both) per se

requires usage of interdisciplinary techniques like physico-chemistry of surface

layer and detailed macroscopic characterization. Therefore we focused on general

characterization by many techniques, to mention some of them: X-ray Powder

Diffraction, X-ray Fluorescence Spectroscopy, X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy,

Time of Flight Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy and Scanning Probe Microscopy.

2



This work is structured in the following way:

Chapter 1 - This chapter covers the literature introduction into the topic

of the Fe doped strontium titanate. Among other the production and the crys-

tallographic structure of investigated samples are presented as well as the defect

chemistry and the concept of extended defects. Additionally the resistive switch-

ing phenomena along with some examples is shortly discussed. In the end of the

chapter the thesis objectives are presented.

Chapter 2 - This chapter is separated into two parts - first the primary char-

acterization techniques are discussed, followed by short review of the secondary

characterization techniques. Additionally a detailed discussion concerning the

temperature dependent local conductivity atomic force microscopy measurements

is given.

Chapter 3 - This chapter covers three topics - first the preliminary charac-

terization of the single crystal STO samples is given, next the influence of the

reducing condition is presented, and finally the influence of the oxidizing condition

is investigated.

Chapter 4 - This chapter is focused on the reduction and oxidation reactions

under the influence of the electric field. The electro-coloration phenomena is

discussed and the results from the electrical and optical measurements are shown.

Additionally the oxygen vacancy (and oxygen ions) migration is investigated.

Chapter 5 - This chapter, contrary to the previous chapters, is focused on

the thin films characterization. Basic investigation of the structure and the elec-

trical behavior is given, followed by a detailed dopant distribution analysis. Ad-

ditionally some interesting results considering electric and magnetic results are

presented.

Chapter 6 - This chapter is the final summary of the presented work along

with a short outline of future work.

3



1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Strontium titanate belongs to the group of materials with perovskite structure, a

natural mineral from which this group took its name - CaTiO3(16). Perovskites

are large group of compounds with the general formula of ABX3, where A and B

are cations and X is oxygen(17). Due to their wide structural and stoichometric

stability is commonly considered as a model material(18). Interesting enough,

not until 1982 it was thought that the STO was purely artificial, when the Inter-

national Mineralogical Association recognized it under the name of tausonite(19).

1.1.1 Single crystal preparation method

Currently the most popular method of growing good quality single crystals of

STO is so called Verneuil process. This invented in 1902 by the French chemist

Auguste Verneuil process is primarily used to produce the ruby and sapphire

varieties of corundum, as well as the diamond simulants rutile. Despite some

minor modifications Verneuil process remains nearly unchanged, and the majority

of synthetic corundum and spinel gemstones are produced by it.

Figure 1.1: Phase diagram the SrO-TiO2 system. - The phase diagram of

SrTiO3 crystal growth(20). The stoichiometry and the temperature range for the

formation of pure STO phase is quite narrow.

4



1.1 Background

The principle of the Verneuil process is rather simple, the starting material

is first finely powdered and placed in the Verneuil furnace. The furnace has an

opening at the bottom, through which the powder can be removed when the con-

tainer is vibrated. While the material is released, gas oxygen is supplied into the

furnace, and travels with the powder down a narrow tube. Second larger tube

filled with hydrogen is closed around the narrow one. At the exit of the narrow

tube the combustion occurs. The temperature of the flame reaches at least 2300

K. When the material falls through the high temperature region it melts into

small droplets, which fall on top of the support placed below. The droplets form

a sinter cone, which is liquid on the top. The support is slowly moved away from

the flame, which result in crystallization of the colder parts of the cone. The top

of the cone remains liquid, and as the new material is added in a form of droplets,

the long cylindrical crystal (boule) is formed.

Unfortunately samples produced by this method contains relatively high con-

centration of defects, mostly dislocations. Other methods, which can give better

quality (less defected) crystals are also known, however a higher preparation com-

plexity and longer preparation times are needed. As an example, the time needed

to form certain volume of STO crystal by the Vernouil method require 1 day, giv-

ing crystals with 106 dislocations per cm2. In contrast, the time needed for the

same volume of material using top-seeded solution growth is approximately 1

week with 102 dislocations per cm2, while the flux growth method needs almost

2 months giving dislocation free (optically) crystals - Fig.1.2. Therefore, mostly

due to the production costs, the Vernouil method is most popular and widely

available. Nevertheless for many applications the quality of the SrTiO3 crystals

produced by the Verouil method is sufficiently good. What is important from

the experimental point of view is that the Vernouil method provides excellent

reproducibility. On the other hand, the Verouil method do not produce the STO

crystals with perfect stoichiometry and the post production annealing in high

temperature under oxidizing conditions is required. Even so, one has to keep in

mind that the growth of good quality STO crystals is challenging task, as the

ideal stoichiometry and the temperature range for a pure phase of STO is rather

narrow (Fig.1.1).

In this work all investigated single crystals were grown by the Verneuil method.

The nominal doping concentrations were equal to: 0.026 %, 0.06 %, 0.13 % and

5
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0.45 % at of Fe. All samples were cut and polished at the manufacturer (CrysTec

Germany) along the (100) orientation.

Figure 1.2: Comparison of SrTiO3 single crystal growth methods. - Three

typical methods for the single crystal STO growth. The dislocation densities are:

Verneuil grown - 106/cm2, TSSG grown 102/cm2, and of flux/ACRT-grown - below

optical detection resolution.

1.1.2 Crystallographic structure of STO

The SrTiO3 as well as many ternary oxides crystallizes in the perovskite struc-

ture presented in the Fig.1.3. At room temperature it accommodates the cubic

pm3̄m space group with the cell parameter equal to 0.39056 Å(21). The arrange-

ment of the atoms in the basic cell are: Sr(000), Ti (1
2

1
2

1
2
) and O (01

2
1
2
, 1

2
01

2
and

1
2

1
2
0). The perfect structure consist of 12 - coordinated A site (cuboctahedral

coordination) and 8 - coordinated B site (octahedron coordination) giving rather

dense structure, with the theoretical density equal to 5.12 g/cm3. However, the

non-stoichimetry, doping, different oxygen partial pressure or the influence of

the temperature cause the BO6 octahedra to rotate and/or tilt along [001] pseu-

docubic axis. This can lead to the distortion from the cubic into orthorhombic

or a tetragonal structures. The amount of distortion can be quantified by the

Goldschmidt tolerance factor t(22) defined by:

t =
rA + rO√

2bullet(rB + rO)
(1.1)

, where ri is the ionic radius of the ions and the oxygen sites. The ideal cubic

perovskite has t = 1, which corresponds to rA = 1.44 Å, rB = 0.605 Åand r0

= 1.40 Å. The factor t deviates from 1 depending on the ions in the structure.
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In general, for t < 1 the BO6 octahedra will rotate in order to accommodate

for the ’empty’ space lowering the symmetry, while for t > 1 the tetragonal and

hexagonal variants of the perovskite structure is possible. In the case of STO (or

Fe doped STO with small concentrations > 0.5 % at) the Goldschmidt factor is

approximately 0.904, suggesting the existence of slight distortion. Moreover one

can notice that in any planar direction (h, k, l) the STO structure always consist

of two types of alternating atomic planes, as can be seen in Fig.1.4. For example

in the [100] direction the STO structure consists of two sublattices, TiO2 and

SrO. This simple fact is crucial for many physical properties and explains why

the STO is compared to TiO2 system. At 105 K STO undergoes a structural

phase transition into tetragonal P4mm system due to the opposite rotation of

neighboring oxygen octahedrons. Typically lowering the symmetry allows fer-

roelectric transition, however the STO belongs to a quantum paraelectrics class,

where quantum fluctuations of the atomic positions prevents formation of perma-

nent polarization up to 0 K(23). The STO undergoes two more structural phase

transitions: to orthorombic at 55 K(24) and to rhomboedral (25) below 10 K.

Beside the structural phase transitions, the STO with sufficiently high electron

concentration undergoes transition to a superconducting state at temperature

close to 0.4 K(26). The high electron concentration can be reached either by

doping, like in Nb doped STO(27), or by self-doping by reduction(28).

Figure 1.3: Structure of STO. - The unit cell of the cubic perovskite SrTiO3.

7
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Figure 1.4: Atomic arrangement of STO. - Atomic arrangement for the [100]

crystallographic direction. The individual atoms rows are marked by the letters A,

B and C.

1.1.3 Defect chemistry of STO

From the thermodynamic point of view, all materials with configuration entropy

at any temperature above absolute zero, must contain a finite number of point

defects(29). The defects and their influence on the properties of the materials

are governed by defect chemistry(30). The defect chemistry proven to be very

reliable in many cases, especially in high temperature regime in STO(31, 32, 33).

Nevertheless, the range where the defect chemistry can be applied is limited by:

• the defects concentration has to be very low,

• the defects are non-interacting and are distributed homogeneously,

• the movements of the defects is described by the random walk.

Those assumptions may not always be true. One example is the case of the

TiO2−x system, where the point defect chemistry is valid only up to x=0.001(34).

Above that concentration, the extended defects are being formed (next subsec-

tion).

To summarize the defect chemistry of the undoped and acceptor doped SrTiO3

the widely accepted Krger-Vink notation(35) is introduced here:

• only the deviation from the ideal crystal lattice are denoted,

• the main index is either the element symbol or ’V’, which represent the

vacancy,

8



1.1 Background

• the subscript denotes the occupied site, which can be either an element

symbol or ’I’ meaning the interstitial site,

• the superscript shows the excess of charge compared to the net lattice

charge; the dot symbol (•) stands for positive charge, prime symbol (
′
)

for negative and x (x) for neutral,

• the concentrations are denoted by taking the components into square brack-

ets [ ].

For example h• is a hole, e
′

is a electron and [V ••O ] is doubly positive oxygen

vacancy. It is worth to mention that in this work only the iron (acceptor) doped

samples are investigated. Also even nominally undoped SrTiO3 crystals turns out

to be slightly acceptor doped due to impurities from the preparation methods.

Therefore, the undoped and the acceptor doped cases will be presented together,

while the donor doping case will be omitted. If it comes to structural defects

in the perovskites (in the STO in particular), the densely packed crystal lattice

favors only certain defects. Those defects are: vacancies in all three sublattices,

electrons, holes, and substitutional impurities. It was shown that interstitials play

no significant role(36, 37). The cation vacancies are typically treated as a source

of small acceptor concentration, since their mobility is very low < 1400K(38). On

the other hand the oxygen vacancies are quite mobile even at room temperatures,

especially if the extended defects are present in the investigated material(12). In

general, many findings suggest that the oxygen vacancies are mostly doubly ion-

ized, therefore neutral and single ionized oxygen vacancies are not taken into an

account(32, 39). Moreover, the oxygen vacancies may form a superstructures and

order preferentially with respect do local structure. An example of such ordering

was reported in the SrFeOn (2.5 < n < 3.0) system, where FeO5 formed square

pyramids with iron on +3 and +4 oxidation states. Other good example of ex-

plicit vacancy ordering was found in Ca doped STO by the transmission electron

microscopy investigations(40).

Following an excellent introduction into point defect chemistry(41) one can

write appropriate defect reactions for the STO material. This section is divided

into three approximate temperature regimes since no arbitrary temperature limit

can be given for all possible materials: low temperature (T< 500◦C), intermediate

temperature (500◦C to 1000◦C), and high temperature (T < 1000◦C). In each of

those ranges a different exchange reaction is prevailing.
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T < 500◦C

According to the defect chemistry at low temperatures only the electronic ion-

ization reactions are active. Therefore, only the the creation of electrons and

holes by thermal excitation across the band gap can occur:

nil 
 e
′
+ h• (1.2)

, where law of mass action gives:

n · p = KI(T ) = NC(T ) ·NV (T ) · e−(E0
g−λT )/kBT (1.3)

The n and p are the concentration of electrons and holes. KI is thermally

activated reaction constant, while NC and NV are the effective densities of states

as a function of temperature and the bottom of conduction band and at the top

of valence band respectively. The E0
g − λT is the temperature dependence of the

band gap. Finally the kB is Botlzmann constant.

500◦C < T < 1000◦C

At this temperature range the oxygen vacancies becomes mobile. Thus the

oxygen exchange reaction dominates, which is strongly related to the oxygen

partial pressure pO2 by the relation:

OO 

1

2
O2 + V ••O + 2e

′
(1.4)

, where law of mass action gives:

[V ••O ] · n2 · (pO2)1/2 = Kred(T ) = K0
red · e−(∆Hred/kBT ) (1.5)

The ∆Hred is reduction enthalpy.

Depending on the surrounding atmosphere, the oxygen can be incorporated

into the lattice following the relation:

1

2
O2 + V ••O 
 OO + 2h• (1.6)

, where law of mass action gives:

p2

[V ••O ] · (pO1/2
2 )

= Kox(T ) = K0
ox · e−(∆Hox/kBT ) (1.7)
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The ∆Hox is reduction ethalphy.

It can be shown that the ∆Hred + ∆Hox = 2 · Eg at T=0K.

T > 1000◦C

At high temperatures all elements are considered mobile and can be removed

from the lattice. Therefore, all vacancies has to be taken into account by the

relation:

nil 
 V
′′

S r + V
′′′

T i+ 3V ••O (1.8)

, where law of mass action gives:

[V
′′

S r] + [V
′′′′

T i] + [V ••O ]3 = KS(T ) = K0
S · e−(∆HS/kBT ) (1.9)

The ∆HS is the reaction entalphy.

The acceptor doping

Most preferably all dopants (and impurities) that are red-ox active should be

taken into the calculations, however in many cases the exact concentration of

impurities is not known. The character of the doping depends on the relation be-

tween the dopant and the host ion charge. If the charge of dopant (or impurity)

is less than the host cation they act as acceptor, while in reverse case they act as

donor. The STO structure can accommodate a large variety of elements, with two

fundamental mechanism for the charge compensation: acceptors are compensated

by formation of oxygen vacancies, while the donors are compensated by cation

vacancies. The difference in those two mechanism is that the oxygen vacancies

are relatively mobile, while the cation vacancies possess very low mobility. Due

to this fact perovskites are frequently not equilibrated at moderate temperatures.

Therefore, typically to outweigh the significance of impurities it is advisable to

dope the STO intentionally. In this work iron was chosen as a dopant. The Fe

is widely used acceptor and a typical intrinsic impurity in undoped STO. Addi-

tionally it is a common element and exhibits substantial differences in the visible

optical spectra for its oxidation states.

From the simple comparison of the radii of the Fe as showed in Table.1.1, one

can predict that the iron will substitute titanium with Fe3+ or Fe4+ oxidation

states. Although the Fe4+ is rather unusual, its existence was found in many
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Ion
Crystal Radius Ionic Radius

[Å] [Å]

Sr2+ 1.58 1.44

Ti4+ 0.75 0.61

Fe3+
LS 0.69 0.55

HS 0.79 0.65

Fe4+ 0.73 0.59

Table 1.1: Crystal and ionic radii of elements - The overview of Sr (co-

ordination of XII), Ti and Fe (coordination of VI) atomic radii taken from the

literature(49).

compounds, for example in barium ferrate(42) or strontium ferrate(43). Further-

more iron can also substitute Sr site with 2+ oxidation state forming FeTiO3

compound(44). However, for small doping concentrations the iron preferentially

substitutes Ti site with the mixture of Fe3+ / Fe4+ oxidation states(45, 46, 47, 48).

While the 4+ substitution will not change the charge in the system, 3+ sub-

stitution leads to Fe3+/4+ red-ox reaction:

FexT i 
 Fe
′

T i + h• (1.10)

, where law of mass action gives:

KFe =
[Fe

′
T i][h

•]

FexT i
(1.11)

Adding the conservation conditions, namely the iron mass balance and the

charge neutrality one receives:

[Fetot] = [Fe
′

T i] + [FexT i] (1.12)

and

2[V ••O ] + [h•] = [Fe
′

T i] + [e
′
] (1.13)

Thus, the incorporation of Fe3+ is compensated by the oxygen vacancies in a

form of:

2[V ••O ] ≈ [Fe
′

T i] (1.14)
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Conductivity in STO

The defect concentration in STO, as well as in many other perovskites, is

strongly related to the electrical conductivity, therefore the point defect chem-

istry results can be measured experimentally. The following discussion will be

limited to the intermediate regime of 500◦C < T < 1000◦C due to two reasons.

First, it was shown that the oxygen vacancies are quite mobile even at low temper-

atures due to the existence of extended defects (details in next section). Second,

the influence of the high temperature (T > 1000◦C) can lead to the substantial

structural changes (details in Chapter 2), which can not be accurately described

by the point defect chemistry only.

Thus the total conductivity of the material consist of the electrons, holes and

the oxygen vacancies contributions:

σtotal = 2e0 · µV ••O · [V
••
O ] + e0 · µn · n+ e0 · µp · p (1.15)

, where e is a unit of charge and the µ() represents the respective mobility.

Additionally the movement of the oxygen vacancies is described by the Nernst-

Einstein relation for the diffusion:

µ(T ) =
z · e0

kBT
·D0 · e−EA/kBT (1.16)

, where D0 is the diffusion constant.

Experimentally the conductivity of the pure and doped STO samples were

studied extensively(18). The results from one of the work for the Fe doped STO

can be found in the Fig.1.5. After closer examination one can notice three dis-

tinctive regions where the total conductivity vs oxygen partial pressure exhibits

different slopes. Based on the previously given equations of the point defect

chemistry, one can write the electrical neutrality condition:

n+ 2[V
′′

S r] + 4[V
′′′′

T i] + [Fe
′

T i] = p+ 2[V ••O ] (1.17)

, which can be simplified for the three regions also presented in Fig.1.6:

• I: the extrinsic region is dominated by the loss of the oxygen to the sur-

rounding atmosphere, which reduces the electrical neutrality condition to:

n ≈ 2[V ••O ] (1.18)
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Figure 1.5: Conductivity versus oxygen partial pressure for the Fe doped

STO sample. - The experimentally measured relation of the conductivity versus

oxygen partial pressure for the 0.1 mol % Fe doped SrTiO3 sample. The n- and p-

regions are clearly visible. The data taken from the literature(18).

, where law of mass action gives:

n ≈ (2Kred(T ))1/3 · (pO2)−1/6 (1.19)

giving the slope of −1/6 in the log(σ) - log(pO2) plot.

• II: the n-type region where the oxygen vacancy concentration is constant

and defined only by the acceptor (iron) concentration, which reduces the

electrical neutrality condition to:

2[V ••O ] ≈ [Fe
′

T i] (1.20)

, where law of mass action gives:

n ≈
(

2Kred(T )

[Fe
′
T i]

)1/2

· (pO2)−1/4 (1.21)
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Figure 1.6: Schematic representation of the point defect concentration

for acceptor doped STO. - The relation between the defect concentration and

the oxygen partial pressure. The three distinctive regions are showed and discussed.

The defect concentration connected with the dopant (iron) is constant and thus it

is not shown.

giving the slope of −1/4 in the log(σ) - log(pO2) plot.

• III: the p-type region where the oxygen partial pressure is sufficiently high

to oxidize the material and to ’fill’ the oxygen vacancies.

Thus the electrical neutrality condition is similar to the n-type region, but

the hole concentration exceeds the vacancy concentration:

2[V ••O ] ≈ [Fe
′

T i] (1.22)

, where law of mass action gives:

p ≈
(
Kox(T ) · [Fe′T i]

2

)1/2

· (pO2)+1/4 (1.23)

giving the slope of +1/4 in the log(σ) - log(pO2) plot.

Even though the defect chemistry can give satisfactory explanation for the

observed results, there are limitations (assumptions) given in the beginning of
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the chapter, that has to be met. To point some of them: the assumption of

low concentration or lack of interaction of point defects, are not always valid.

Moreover the point defect chemistry can be used to a systems that are close to

thermodynamic equilibrium, which is is not always the case.

1.1.4 Extended defects

Besides the point defects, real crystals consists defects of higher dimensions.

Their classification is presented in the Fig.1.7. One has to keep in mind that

such extended defects can, and in most cases are, influencing many properties

of materials. The changes in local composition, stoichiometry or structure has

essential influence on the electronic structure. The extended defects can be classi-

fied to one- (lines), two- (planar) or three- (complex) dimensional defects. What

is interesting is the fact that the defects tend to organize from lower to higher

dimensional defects with increasing defect concentration. Unfortunately, there

are few oxides where this process was investigated thoroughly. One example is

the TiO2, which in many aspects, is very similar to the STO. It was shown,

that the stoichiometry range where only the point defects exists (in this case

oxygen vacancies) is extremely narrow, giving a value of x < 0.0001(50). At

higher concentrations the defects start to interact with each other forming the

Wadsley defects and shear planes along certain crystallographic directions. With

higher defect concentration the structure undergoes transformations to different

crystallographic phases like Ti16O31 - Ti10O19 - Ti4O7 (so called Magneli phases

TinO2n−1).

Line defects and dislocations

The two basic types of line defects are the linear clusters and dislocations. Due

to small sizes, the detection of line defects is a challenging task. Therefore, only

methods achieving atomic resolutions, such as TEM or SPM, are able to do so.

An example of linear cluster defect can be found Bi0.9Ca0.1FeO3−0.05 thin film(40),

where separate chains of oxygen vacancies are visible.

The dislocations on the other hand are much more common, and are typi-

cally separated into three groups: the edge, screw or dislocation loop. From the

atomic point of view the edge dislocation is an extra half of a crystallographic

plane inserted into one point of a crystal as shown in Fig.1.9 (point B). On the

other hand, the screw dislocation is the result of a shear stress, which ends in
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Figure 1.7: Classification of defects. - Classification of defects based on the

topological criteria. The point defects are considered zero dimensional(51)

a distortion in a form of a shifted plane - Fig.1.9 (point A). The magnitude of

the shift can can vary and is typically equal to one or more cell lengths. In the

reality most of the dislocation are of mixed type, such as the one presented in

Fig.1.9. The red arrows with the letter ’b’ visible in the image are so called Burg-

ers vectors(52). The Burgers vector is a vector that would be necessary to close

the circuit formed of base vectors enclosing the axis of dislocation.

The line defects in STO are very important, both from the crystallographic

and electronic structure point of view. They introduce very local changes in

stoichiometry, which can heavily influence the properties of the material. For

example even relatively small oxygen nonstoichiometry (deficiency) can induce

the transition from insulator to metal(28). One can use the atomic resolution

images from the Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) or High Resolution
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Figure 1.8: TEM characterization of the oxygen vacancy ordering. -

Results shows the oxygen vacancy ordering in the Ca-doped BiFeO3 perovskite

compound(40).

Figure 1.9: Schematic representation of edge and screw dislocations. - At

the points A and B the dislocations has one type, screw and edge respectively. The

region in between the dislocations is a mixture of those two types(53). Moreover,

the open circles represent the atom positions above the slip plane, while the solid

circles - atom positions below.
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TEM (HRTEM) technique in order to get insight into local stoichiometry of the

STO structure. In Fig.1.10 the core of edge dislocations in pure STO crystal is

shown(54).

Figure 1.10: HRTEM image of edge dislocation in STO. - a) Image contain-

ing a dislocation core in [110] oriented SrTiO3 taken from(54) and b) the schematic

representation of a core of dislocation showing an increase in the titanium content

in the center.

The TiO2 and SrO rows are marked with circles. Arrow highlight the splitting

of oxygen column. The Burgers circuit yields a Burgers vector of a[001]. The

dislocation is formed when extra ’half plane’ is inserted into one point in the

crystal, in this example an extra TiO2. There is also other possibility in the

STO structure, namely the extra SrO ’half plane’ inserted, which will yield an Sr

enriched core. This results in a dramatic modification of the electronic structure

in the core of dislocation. The change in the electrical behavior of such core can

be investigated directly using the local-conductivity mode of the atomic force

microscope (LC-AFM). To easily find dislocation exit on the surface, the chemical

etching using HCl or HF+NH3 can be used. The higher yield of the cationic

exchange reaction on the exit of dislocations will lead to a selective etching,

following the relation:

SrT iO3 +HCl→ H2TiO3 + SrCl2 → H2OTiO2 ↓ +SrCl2 ↓ (1.24)

This leads, in the case of (100) oriented STO, to formation of characteristic

inverted pyramids on the surface. Those pyramids can be easily inspected by

optical or scanning microscopy, thus giving the possibility to simply count the

density of dislocations on the surface. An example of can be found if Fig.1.11,
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where two of such inverted pyramids are visible. Another example, shows LC-

AFM measurement and a striking increase of the local conductivity in the core

of etch pit - Fig.1.12 - obtained after additional thermal treatment in reducing

atmosphere of pO2=10−9 mbar, for 30 minutes at 1023 K(6). Such remarkable

results can only be possible in the case of significant oxygen deficiency in the

dislocation core.

Figure 1.11: The double etch pit on the polished surface of 0.06 % Fe

doped STO. - The etch pits obtained after short HCl treatment on the surface of

0.06 % Fe doped SrTiO3 and measured using AFM.

The amount of oxygen necessary for the insulator-metal transition calculated

from the Mott criterion(52) is approximately in the range of 1018 ions/cm2, how-

ever the macroscopic investigation of oxygen removed during reduction gave val-

ues four order of magnitude lower. This leads to a conclusion that the thermal

treatment removes the oxygen selectively and only small (nanometer sized) re-

gions undergoes insulator-metal transition. This is represented by the fact, that

only a small center of dislocation, approximately several nm in diameter, exhibits

metallic conductivity. The selectivity of this process is additionally confirmed by

other, related physical process - the pipe diffusion. Since the structure around dis-

location is disturbed as compared to ideal crystal, the transport of atoms and ions

can be enhanced. The pipe diffusion can be investigated by the penetration pro-

files using 18O exchange profiles and subsequent SIMS investigation. According

to Harrison(55) there are three distinctive regimes of preferential diffusion along

dislocations - the A-regime which favors a ’bulk’ diffusion, C-regime that favors
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diffusion trough dislocations and B-regime, which is a mixture of the previous

two. Since all of them have characteristic depth profiles, by the 18O tracer depth

profiling it can be distinguished what kind of diffusion is favorable in SrTiO3

crystals. In order to do that one has solve the diffusion equation in a form:

∂

∂t
c(x, t) = D∇2c(x, t) (1.25)

The diffusion process in the volume can be given by the Gaussian complemen-

tary error function in a form:

c(x, t) = erfc

(
x

2
√
DbT

)
(1.26)

, where the
√
Dbt is the diffusion depth defined as the square root from bulk

diffusion constant Db times time t. The complementary error function is defined

as:

erfc(x) =
2√
π

∞∫
x

e−u
2

du (1.27)

Next, by following the work of Claire(56) one can obtain a relation:

Ddδ = 0.66

√
4Db

t

[
−∂ log c

∂d6/5

]−5/3

(1.28)

, where the δ is the width of easy diffusion path and Dd is the dislocation

diffusion constant. Thus by plotting the experimentally measured 18O tracer dif-

fusion profiles versus d6/5 on should be able to receive linear fit for the special case

of pipe diffusion. The experimental data(28) yielded not only the profiles very

typical to the C-regime, but also characteristic to the diffusion along dislocation

network. The idea of dislocation network is also supported by the LC-AFM mea-

surements. In LC-AFM method the voltage is applied in between the conducting

tip and the bottom electrode, which is the sample base. Therefore, if one detects

current flowing, the electrically conducting path trough sample has to exist. If

one takes into an account the fact, that the average thickness of a single crystal

sample is approximately 0.5 mm, it is reasonable to assume that the complex

network of dislocations exist, rather than one single long dislocation. Moreover,

the dislocations are rather common in crystals with high growth ratio such as

STO crystals, which is confirmed by the etch pits and TEM investigation, giving

values of 109/cm2(57). Since the density of defects is higher close to the surface,
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as compared to the crystal interior, by the factor of 1.5, thus an tree-like (higher

density on surface, lower in the bulk) network of dislocation is most likely to

exist.

Figure 1.12: Dislocation core measured by LC-AFM in STO. - The en-

hanced local conductivity found in the core of the dislocation found in the SrTiO3

crystal after chemical etching and annealing in high temperature (1023 K) at re-

ducing atmosphere (pO2=10−9)(6).

Stacking faults

Stacking faults are related to the sequence, at which the planes of the struc-

ture in the crystallographic lattice are aligned. They occur commonly in layer

structured materials such as the ABO3. The ABO3 structure, or STO structure

in particular, can be understood as a stack of alternating layers of AB and BO2

crystallographic planes (in (100) direction), thus the perfectly ordered structure

exhibits a AOBO2AOBO2... sequence. Any distortion of this sequence, for ex-

ample in a form of AOBO2BO2AOBO2, is called a stacking fault. In the case of

STO, typical stacking fault will be a double layers of SrO or TiO2. This leads

to a strong modification of the local electronic structure. Stacking faults are

commonly linked with other defects such as dislocations, and do not extend over

large distances.
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Shear planes

Shear planes are formed when a part of the crystal is shifted relatively to

the neighboring crystallographic planes. The boundary between the shifted part

and the original crystal forms two dimensional defect. Shear planes in the STO

structure are typically shifted by half of the unit cell, which lead to a change in

the local stoichiometry and the modification of the electronic structure. Moreover

a large density of shear planes can lead to formation of block structures with

different stoichiometry - so called Wadsley defect. However, there is ongoing

discussion if the Wadslay defects are the seeds of a completely different phase.

Grain boundaries

The grain boundaries are formed between different grains present within the

polycrystalline solid. Those grains (crystallites) are typically randomly oriented,

therefore the boundary between them can have different composition, both chore-

ographically and stoichiometrically. In many cases the grain boundaries are amor-

phous or contain a large quantity of structural disorder, and therefore have dif-

ferent properties than the solid they are in.

Surface

Another type of an extended defect is the surface itself. It is a natural boundary

between the interior (bulk) of the materials and its surrounding, and for that

reason alone it is worth investigating. The surface atoms cannot satisfy their

bonding requirements in the same way as bulk atoms. The coordination number

of Sr and Ti drops, from twelve to eight and from six to five respectively. This

leads to a broken bonds on the surface - so called dangling bonds. A high density

of dangling bonds contributes to affinity to bond organic and non-organic gas

molecules. Those adsorbates (atoms or molecules which are adsorbed on the

surface) can be categorized according to the binding energy in the following way:

• physisorbates - the binding energy is dominated by the Van der Wals forces

with the binding energy smaller than 0.3 eV,

• chemisorbates - the binding energy is higher than 0.3 eV and the transfer

of electrons occurs (chemical bonding).

In many cases the surface of a solid material is unique, and even in comparison

to the exact same material can have surprisingly different properties. The real
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crystal surface consist a number of defects, such as kinks, steps, vacancies, dislo-

cations, voids, stacking faults and adsorbed atoms or molecules - as presented in

the Fig.1.13. In this work only the case of (100) STO surface was investigated,

which according the the crystal structure presented in the previous section, can

’end’ either by the TiO2 or SrO layer. The specific ’ending’ of the surface is

called termination, and it has a great influence on various physical and chemical

properties. Various observation confirmed by the literature shows that the under

typical conditions, without any specific preparation, the as received STO crystals

have a random mixture of both terminations. However one can specifically reach

one or other termination, and this is crucial in the case of specific interfaces in

the multilayer systems(58).

Figure 1.13: Surface specific defects. - The model surface with the most

typical surface defects(59).

It is also worth to mention that from the electrostatic point of view both

mentioned termination belong to the simplest case of a neutral (type I) surface.

There are other types - type II, which is electrically charged but without dipole

moment, and type III, which is polar surface(60). In the case of this work no

specific termination was chosen. Besides the different terminations there are

several phenomena characteristic to the surface: the reconstruction, relaxation

and rumpling. The origin for each of the process lays in the minimization of the

surface energy(61). The short description of each process is given below and the

respective model image is presented in the Fig.1.14:

• relaxation - is a change in the distance in between the atomic layers close

to the surface,

• rumpling - is the change of the position of different atomic species that

occurs on the surface layer,
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• reconstruction - is the change of the atomic structure of the surface, in

many cases is influenced by the adsorbates and the history of the sample.

The quantitative values for the atom displacements and rumpling in single

crystal STO can be fond in the literature, for example in an excellent work by

Heifets and coworkers(62).

Figure 1.14: Surface distortion phenomena. - The model of three different

lattice distortion mechanisms.

One has to also remember that many techniques are surface sensitive, thus the

relation between the surface and bulk properties is quite important. Moreover,

the surface is the first part of the material, thus should be the first to react on

the external stimuli. Therefore the surface properties are often heavily dependent

on the production and subsequent preparation of samples. However the external

treatment does not affect the surface only, but also acts on the near surface region.

Therefore, surface term in this work attributes not only to the top most layer,

but also the ’surface layer’ that can reach even for several µm into the bulk.

1.1.5 Electronic structure

Many, if not all of, interesting properties of STO can be traced back to its elec-

tronic structure. The true understanding of the electronic structure is an area

of ongoing research, and in this section some of the most important results will

be presented. But first, to qualitatively understand the STO electronic structure

a very simple model, based only on the chemical bonding consideration, can be

given. In this picture, most of the electronic structure properties can be related

to the TiO−8
6 octahedron. In the Oh symmetry the Ti 3d state degeneracy is
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partially lifted, giving two states: lower t2g (dxy, dyz and dzx) and higher eg (dz2

and dx2−y2). Those two states are separated by 2.4 eV and hybridize with the

oxygen O 2s and 2p states. In general the 3d states of titanium are unoccupied

and forms conduction band, while the valence band is formed of 2s and 2p states

of oxygen. The size of the gap, which is equal to 3.2 eV (at 0 K), is large enough

to assign the stoichiometric STO as a band insulator. Borrowing the DV Xα clus-

ter method from the literature(51) we can present the schematic of the molecular

orbital energy diagram - Fig.1.15.

Figure 1.15: Energy levels of TiO6 octahedral. - The molecular orbital

energy diagram of an octahedrally coordinated TiO6 cluster(51)

Nevertheless, to reliably describe the properties of the STO on has to focus

on more sophisticated methods - the first-principle calculations. A large number

of work related to the STO electronic structure calculations based on the den-

sity functional theory (DFT) can be found(62, 63, 64, 65). Unfortunately many

DFT calculations have some difficulties in giving correct values for electronic

properties, especially the band gap value. For example the DFT plus additional

Couloumb interactions(66) has been successful in calculating the correct bands

and gaps energy, but can only be used in correlated and localized electrons sys-

tems, such as 3d or 4f in transition and rare-earth oxides. Other approaches were
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made, i.e. hybrid functionals like Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof functional(67, 68),

which introduce an arbitrary range separation of the exchange energy into a frac-

tion of nonlocal Hartree-Fock exchange potential and either local spin density

approximation (LSDA) or generalized gradient approximation (GGA) exchange

potentials. The correct values can still be obtained, but the fraction of poten-

tials has to be arbitrary adjusted(69). Other successful hybrid DFT calculations

involves CRYSTAL code and the hybrid Hamiltonian in the LCAO basis. The

correlation part was done using B3PW exchange correlation functional(70), which

included the exchange part as the mixture of Fock 20% and Beckes 80% exchange

and corelation part by Perdew and Wang.

One of the most fitting theoretical electronic structure calculations for the

pure STO(71) are presented in Fig.1.16. The top image presents the results for

the band structure calculations for selected Brillouin directions, while the bottom

image show total and projected total density of states. One can notice that the

primary contribution to the valence band comes form the oxygen p orbitals. The

bottom of conduction bands, on the other hand, is formed primary of Ti 3d or-

bitals with very small contribution from O 2p orbitals. This mixing of Ti 3d and

O 2p orbitals shows a weak covalency of the chemical bonds between Ti and O.

The Sr contributes only to the conduction band in the higher energies and has no

influence on the states close to the Fermi energy. While the stoichiometric STO

is insulating, various defects can modify its electronic properties. Among others,

the oxygen vacancies are playing crucial role, not only in STO but in many other

transition metal oxides. Since each oxygen vacancy is a source of two electrons,

the electron concentration can be adjusted by changing the oxygen vacancy con-

centration. It can be done either by the red-ox process or by applying electric

field. The STO phase however, is very susceptible to the oxygen deficiency, and

the phase stability is well below 0.1 % at for point defects(72) (even at elevated

temperatures). Above 0.1 % at point defects starts to interact, which leads to

formation of extended defects. What is most interesting, is the influence of such

defects on the electronic structure. For example, in the case of oxygen vacan-

cies even very small local oxygen nonstoichiometry in the range of 1014 oxygen

ions/cm3 is sufficient to induce an insulator-metal transition(28). Similar effect

can be achieved by introducing dopants, both acceptors and donors.

Surface electronic structure

The surface can have different properties than the bulk of a material. The
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Figure 1.16: Electronic structure of pure STO. - The band structure for

specific Brillouin zone directions (top), and the total and projected density of

states (DOS) (bottom) for the STO perovskite(71).
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breaking of a symmetry can have a substantial influence on many properties,

including the electronic structure. One example of such modification is the ap-

pearance of the surface states in the band gap(73). In the case of the (100)

STO surface, two basic terminations are possible, thus two electronic structures

are observed. The results from the density functional theory with hybrid B3PW

exchange-correlation functional and electron correlation corrections calculated

for the differently terminated STO slabs (7 layers each)(74) are presented in the

Fig.1.17.

Figure 1.17: DOS for TiO2 and SrO - terminated surfaces. - The calculated

density of states (DOS) for SrTiO3 two terminations in the (100) direction: the

TiO2 termination (left) and SrO termination (right)(74)

The calculations shows band gap reduction for the terminations, especially in

the case of TiO2. There is also an increase of the Ti-O bond covalency close to

the surface, which will be discussed further in this work. Moreover the DOS fine

structure differ from the structure of the bulk, which can be explained by the

differences in the atoms position on the surface (relaxation and reconstruction

effects).

Influence of the oxygen vacancies

The oxygen vacancies have a substantial influence on the electrical behavior of

STO(75). It is remarkable that the reduction of STO transforms transparent and
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insulating single crystals into very dark colored conducting one. The numerical

investigations of the oxygen vacancy in STO shows small changes in the bands

shape and large changes in the band position - the titanium band is shifted to

higher energies. In the other words, the 3d states of Ti ions becomes delocalized,

leading to the I-M transition. This effect is more pronounced in the vicinity

of the extended defects, such as the columns or rows of oxygen vacancies. The

extended defects were directly observed both in pure(76) and doped(40) STO.

The electronic structure of an extended defect can be simulated with the use of

ab-initio calculations. The result for the stoichiometric and reduced STO defect is

presented in the Fig.1.18. The image shows the influence of the red-ox process on

the extended defect electronic structure of the dislocation core. The calculations

shows the insulator-metal transition from the stoichiometric (no oxygen vacancy)

and reduced (oxygen vacancy present) cases(6). Since the oxygen concentration

can be controlled by external oxygen pressure as well as by the external electric

field, the electronic structure along extended defects can be selectively modified.

This type of enhancement was experimentally measured with the use of LC-AFM,

and will be discussed in the following section.

Influence of the iron doping

The doping typically serves an important role in the semiconductor industry.

This interest covers a variety of properties (electronic, magnetic and electric) and

various doping. In particular the Fe-doped STO attracted attention recently(77,

78) and naturally, the electronic structure was also investigated(79, 80).

The similar ionic size of Fe and Ti suggest that the iron will most likely

substitute on the titanium site. One can find in the literature, that the solid

solution of SrFexTi1−xO3 exists. Complete substitution of the titanium by iron

leads to a SrFeO3 compound, which crystallizes in the same structure as STO,

but with different electrical properties as it shows metallic conductivity(81). It

was found, that the metallic behavior most likely originates from the existence

of 3d5L states, in contrast to expected 3d4 states. The 3d5L states largely con-

tributes into ground states leading to the presence of itinerant electrons. There is

also possibility to iron substituting the Sr sites, leading to the TiFeO3 compound.

It crystallizes in the trigonal R3 system and exhibits semiconducting behavior.

Results from the first principle calculations, using hybrid DFT theory with

the use of B3PW exchange-correlation functional, are presented in the Fig.1.19.
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Figure 1.18: Electronic structure of an extended defect in SrTiO3. -

Numeric calculation of electronic structure in the case of stoichiometric a) and

reduced b) for SrTiO3 single crystal taken from(6).

The band structure and projected density of states for two iron concentrations of

6.25% (left) and 50% (right) are shown(82). Similarly to the case of pure STO, the

top of the valence band is mainly formed by O 2p orbitals, while and the bottom

of conduction band is formed of Ti 3d states. Additionally, there is a noticeable

contribution of iron 3d states in the region close to Fermi energy, originating

from the sharp bands of dyz and dzx. As one could expect, this contribution

increases with the iron concentration, leading to I-M transition. Experimentally,

the decrease of the resistivity with increasing Fe concentration should be observed.

Indeed, the formation of additional states in the band gap measured by electron

structure sensitive methods such as XPS was already confirmed on the example

of thin films(83). What is more, small Jahn-Teller distortion appears, which
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was also confirmed experimentally(78). The Jahn-Teller distortion decrease with

higher iron concentrations, what can be explained by the changes in the electronic

structure (insulating to metallic).

1.2 Resistive Switching

1.2.1 The new type of data memory

The future of the information technology strongly depends on the new ideas and

concepts. Those ideas can grow and, in perfect conditions, lead into specific

applications. Typically, the computer technology improvement is illustrated by

two markers - the microprocessor speed and the size of the computer memory.

The former is connected with the number of transistors that can be placed on

the micro chip surface, and according to the Moore law, this number should

double every eighteen months. Similar law, called the Kryder law, claims that

the memory density also has to double every eighteen months. Thus, until the

year 2020 the standard 2,5 cal hard drive should have approximately 14 TB

capacity. Unfortunately the standard storage technologies are predicted to reach

physical limits of miniaturization in the near future. The two most common

storage technologies are: the magnetic (HDD) and electrostatic (FLASH) ones.

Their most crucial technological limitations are connected with the physical limits

and are listed below:

• Magnetic storage memories - the limit of the storage cell size is connected

with the superparamagnetic phenomenon. For every magnetic material,

there is certain minimum size, below which the thermal energy becomes

comparable with the anisotropy energy. This leads to a situation, when the

direction of magnetization of memory cell starts to fluctuate. Consequently,

it is no longer possible to store information, since there information about

initial direction of magnetization is lost.

• Electrostatic storage memories - there are several reasons limiting the mem-

ory size, for example the current technology transistor size, which is a below

20 nm. Below that, the leakage currents connected with the tunneling phe-

nomenon start to play significant role. What is more, with the transistor size

decrease, the amount of charge needed for writing and reading decreases,

which lead to problem with handling such small charges or with the issue of

the interference resulting in the unintentional writing of neighboring cells.
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Figure 1.19: Electronic structure of Fe doped STO. - Numeric calculation

of the band structure and the projected density of states in the case of two Fe

doping concentrations: the 6.25 % (left) and 50.0 % (right)(82).
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Since the memory market is enormous (around 74 billion dollars in 2010),

there is constant race, both for the improvement standard and the invention of

a new types of computer memory. An ideal replacement of the standard non-

volatile data memory technology should posses certain advantages in order to be

profitable: it should posses high-density, fast write and read speed, low power con-

sumption, high endurance and retention times and finally, low cost(84). Recently

a several new concepts of the memory emerged, the Ferroelectric FeRAM(85) and

Magnetoresistive MRAM(86), among other. First is based on the ferroelectric ef-

fect in metal-ferroelectric-metal capacitors. The writing is realized by utilizing

the direction of spontaneous polarization by external electric field. In turn the

destructive readout is realized by the displacement current. Second idea is build

around the behavior of the tunneling junctions in the presence of magnetic field.

The electrical resistivity of such junction depends on the magnetization of two

layers, that are separated by the insulating material. By changing the respective

magnetization of the layers, one can change the electrical behavior of the junc-

tion and the memory function can be realized. The readout is carried out by the

electrical measurements. Regrettably, both of this solutions suffers from similar

to the standard memory types problems.

To overcome these difficulties, the memories based on the electrically switch-

able resistance has been proposed. The term of the RS governs all physical

phenomena, that can lead to the change of the resistivity between two, or more,

distinguishable resistivity levels, under external electric field. The memory based

on the RS were called the Resistive Switching Random Access Memory. The

writing is realized by applying appropriate voltage pulses, and the reading pro-

cess uses sufficiently small voltages to prevent accidental writing. The process to

transfer the material from high resistance state (OFF) into low resistance state

(ON) is called ’set’, while the opposite process is called ’reset’. Typically, the

concept of RS based device is realized as a capacitor-like structure, where the

RS materials is sandwiched between two electrodes. The simplicity of the RRAM

construction in comparison to other memory realization is beneficial for achieving

high storage densities.

It is worth to mention, that the RS memory cell is connected to the fourth

basic circuit element - the memristors(87). This concept emerged from the sym-

metry consideration between the resistor, inductor, and capacitor first proposed
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in 1971. One can form a relations between the voltage v, current i, charge q and

the flux φ - Fig.1.20.

Figure 1.20: Fourth basic circuit element - the memristor. - Basic relations

between the voltage, current, charge and flux including all four circuit elements(87).

The flux φ is described as time integral of voltage v and is connected with the charge

q described as time integral of current i. The resistance is naturally the v/i ratio,

thus depends on the charged that passed through the memristor.

Thus, the memristance is defined as:

v(t) = M(q(t))i(t) (1.29)

where

M(q) = dφ(q)/dq (1.30)

One can notice, that the memristor can be described as nonlinear resistor

with a memory. Thus, the memristor behaves just like standard resistor at a

given time, however its resistance depends on its current or voltage history.

1.2.2 Various mechanisms of RS phenomena

The physics behind the RS phenomena is not universal in all cases, and there

are several different mechanisms for a material to change its resistivity in a non-

volatile way. Although, the RS is driven by the electrical field, the working
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Figure 1.21: Summary for the RS mechanisms. - Classification of most

common RS driving mechanisms. The three classes in the center are especially

interesting, since those are related with the red-ox chemical effects.

principles can be quite different. In the Fig.1.21 most of RS mechanisms are

summarized. This part is concerned only with the three classes in the center

of the Fig.1.21, since they are closely correlated to the red-ox in nano scale. In

particular the valence change process will be discussed in more detail, as it is

considered the main mechanism STO. Moreover, one has to mention that there

are two distinctive types of RS as related to the I-V curves - the unipolar and

bipolar switching presented in Fig.1.22. The origin of each behavior depends

solely on the underlying switching mechanism, thus the short explanation of each

mechanism will be given.

The electrochemical metallization

This effect is based on the drift of a highly mobile cations from electrochemically

active electrode, trough ion conducting layer. One example of such process can

be found in the Ag/Ag-Ge-Se/Pt system, where the active electrode is made of
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Figure 1.22: Two basic types to of the RS phenomena. - The two types of

RS phenomena: a) bipolar switching - there is difference in the polarity, the SET

voltage is one polarity of the voltage while the RESET operation requires the the

opposite polarity and b) unipolar switching - there is no difference in the polarity,

the SET voltage is always higher than the RESET.

Ag, the second one from the Pt and the solid Ge-Se electrolyte in between. The

schematic of its memory cell is presented in Fig.1.23 (left) along with the RS

model (right)(6, 88). The origin of the RS behavior is the following: at start the

material is in OFF state and no Ag is present in the electrolite. Along with the

increasing voltage, the SET process starts. With sufficiently high bias, the anode

material (Ag) dissolves into the electrolyte, and starts to migrate under electric

field to deposit on the cathode. The electrocrystallization process occurs, leading

to a formation of metal filaments growing in the preferential direction of the

active electrode. In the end, the filaments are long enough to initiate an galvanic

contact, which results in dramatic decrease of the resistivity. The material is in

the permanent ON state unless an voltage is applied with the opposite direction.

If that is the case, the electrochemical dissolution occurs and the material goes

into initial OFF state.

The valence change memory effect

This mechanism is most prominent in transition metal oxides and is connected

with a migration of anions and corresponding change in the valency. The move-

ment of the oxygen, more often described by by movement of oxygen vacancy,

and the red-ox reaction in small scales is crucial for the RS. It is important to
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Figure 1.23: Electrochemical metallization memory cell structure. -

Schematic of the Ag/Ag-Ge-Se/Pt cell structure (left) and typical current-voltage

characteristic (right). Some of the working principle is explained, and the different

stages of the switching procedure are shown.

mention that the extended defects plays crucial role for the switching mechanism.

We will discuss it in more detail on the example of STO.

The thermochemical memory effect

In this case, the change of the material stoichiometry leads to permanent

changes in the resistivity. This is triggered by the local increase of the tempera-

ture, due to Joule heating by the electric current. One example of such material

is the NiO(10). It was shown, that the RS is caused by the filamentary thermal

breakdown of the oxide, leading to formation of well conducting path. One can

find an LC-AFM measurements showing the surface of NiO film in the ON and

OFF state, along with the model of conducting filaments(89) - Fig.1.24. Addi-

tionally the typical macroscopic I-V switching curve(90) can be seen in the same

figure. Since the NiO is an unipolar resistive switching material, there is only one

polarization presented. The RS in NiO occurs due to changes in the stoichiom-

etry caused by the oxygen migration. In the transition metal oxides the oxygen

ions tend to drift out of high temperature regions, because the lower valency

state is energetically more favorable at higher temperatures. Consequently, local

red-ox process takes place, leading even to structural modification. Moderately

high temperatures however, results in a formation of small metallic filaments as

seen in Fig.1.24 (left). But one has to remember that during the SET process

the current compliance has to be active, to prevent thermal breakdown of the

whole cell. On the other hand, during the RESET process, the current compli-
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ance is deactivated and the previously formed conductive filaments are thermally

destroyed.

Figure 1.24: Thermochemical memory cell structure. - Schematic of the

NiO thin film cell structure is presented; on the left the LC-AFM results for both

OFF and ON states(89) and typical switching I-V characteristics(90).

1.2.3 Resistive switching in strontium titanate

In recent years a large attention has been focused on the RS materials connected

to the Valency Change Mechanism. In particular, the transition metal oxides

gathered a lot of interest, which was related to the oxygen and oxygen defects(6).

It was concluded that the defects are crucial to the explanation the RS behav-

ior, and especially the anion defects (oxygen defects), as their concentration is

responsible for the valence state of the transition metal cations. This, in many

cases, was directly connected to the electronic conductivity and the stable I-M

transition.

In this work the focus is put on the doped STO, both in the single crystal and

thin film forms. As mentioned earlier, the STO is frequently studied material,

has a simple crystal structure(91) and there is extensive literature on its various

properties(39, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96). For this reason, this material is regarded as a

model material. The current understanding of the switching mechanism in STO

is connected with the red-ox process, that is induced by anion migration. The

general features, the point and extended defects and their influence on the elec-

tronic structure, were already explained in previous sections. On the other hand,
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the microscopic explanation of the RS behavior is still a matter of ongoing discus-

sion. According to the literature two major models are proposed: the filamentary

and the interface models(11) - Fig.1.25. The filamentary model is based on the

concept of conducting filament in the non-conducting matrix, like the fast diffu-

sion paths(12). In this model, the RS behavior originates as a result of a rapture

and reformation of conducting filaments under external stimuli. The filamentary

switching require electroformation process - the soft electrical breakdown of the

material. In some cases the distinctive electroformation step is not necessary,

due to the fact that it occurs in the first switching curve and therefore, is not

even noticeable. The second model focuses on interface between the RS material

and the electrode, frequently pointing to formation of the Schottky barrier at the

interface. Consequently, it is the electron trapping that is the explanation of the

RS behavior(97, 98).

Figure 1.25: Microscopic models for the RS behavior. - Two models

proposed for the RS: filamentary conducting (left) and an interface-type (right)(11).

The author of this work strongly believes, that the correct model is in fact the

filamentary one, as strong experimental data exist to confirm this scenario both

in single crystals(12) and in thin films(99). The second model emerged primarily

from the macroscopic investigations, and thus omitted many substantial experi-

mental investigations.

One example of the fact, the basic understanding can be heavily influenced

by the nanoscale experimental results, is work done on the TiO2 crystals. The
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microscopic investigations clearly showed not only the existence of the conduct-

ing filaments, but also that the filaments are in fact different crystallographic

phases(100). Consequently, the understanding of the RS in this material changed

from a standard macroscopic approach of TiO2−δ valency change in the, otherwise

homogeneous TiO2, to a new one, where the RS is explained as the modification

of the local chemical composition and formation of new phases(101). Thus, the

microscopic investigations, especially by the LC-AFM or TEM techniques, can

offer unique information in the nano scale, that can be used to improve or change

existing models.

Electroformation

As it was shown in previous section, in many cases the electroformation step in

the STO is a necessary for the RS behavior to occur. Thus, the investigations the

effect of an applied electric field to a STO sample has to be made. The standard

experimental condition for electrical measurements requires attaching an electric

contacts, which means that, in fact it is the metal-insulator-metal system that is

investigated.

When the voltage is applied to STO sample, the oxygen vacancies starts to mi-

grate. Positively charged oxygen vacancies (V ••O ) are attracted to the cathode,

while anodic region becomes vacancy depleted(33). In ideal case, the anode block

all ionic current, thus the vacancy concentration reaches equilibrium with time.

However, in the more realistic case, the anode material does not block the ionic

current completely, leading to the oxygen exchange with surrounding atmosphere.

The interface between the reduced (high conducting) and oxidized (low conduct-

ing) regions is mobile and often called a ’virtual electrode’. One of the earliest

examples of the oxygen vacancy migration and the formation of oxygen depleted

paths can be found in the spectroscopic study of Cr doped STO(102). In their

work a cell formed o 0.2% at Cr-doped STO single crystals after electroformation

was investigated by the X-ray absorption near-edge spectroscopy (XANES). The

Cr pre-edge intensity was used as a marker of the oxygen vacancy concentration

- Fig.1.26. Both the oxygen vacancy concentration (left) and Cr valency state

(right) could be observed. The results show both previously mentioned effects -

the formation of conducting channel reaching from the cathode into the anode,

and the increase of the oxygen vacancies represented by the Cr on lower oxidation

state in the cathodic region.

In many oxides, during the electroformation experiment, ions do not migrate

homogeneously through the crystal, but instead migrate by fast diffusion paths
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Figure 1.26: Oxygen vacancy concentration and Cr oxidation state maps

for Cr-doped STO. - The results of the XANES investigation of Cr K-edge

(6004.3 eV) measured on Cr-doped SrTiO3 single-crystal memory cell after elec-

troformation procedure. The false color maps shows analyzed data of: the va-

cancy concentration distribution (left) and the Cr ions valency state (right) take

from(102).

formed of extended defects network. This network can be investigated optically,

e.g. in STO crystal after electroformation, one can recognize network formed of

differently colored streaks positioned along the crystallographic directions(12).

What is more, in iron doped STO, the oxygen vacancy concentration can be

observed directly, since different oxidation state of the iron has very distinctive

color. Thus, the color front emerges during electroformation experiments, which

separates the oxygen rich and poor regions. This border is typically rugged, sug-

gesting that there are regions, where oxygen vacancy migration is faster than the

surrounding material - Fig.1.27. The electroformation ends with the virtual cath-

ode reaching the anode region. At that point the electric breakthrough occurs.

Even so, the electrical connection is very localized, and can be easily destroyed by

applying voltage with the reverse polarity. This is the starting point for the RS

behavior, since the weak electrical connection can be established (or destroyed)

by the appropriate voltage.

The electroformation process for the Fe-doped STO will be investigated ex-

perimentally in the Chapter 4.

RS mechanism

After the electroformation process, the resistivity of the investigated system
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Figure 1.27: Model of the virtual electrode. - The graphical presentation of

a ’virtual cathode’ formed after the electroformation process in STO.

Figure 1.28: Local current map of individual dislocations in undoped

STO. - The LC-AFM investigations after thermal reduction and re-oxidation under

ambient conditions. Left image shows spots with the sizes of 1-2 nm withing

insulating matrix, right bottom - line scan through selected conducting spot and

its evolution after negative voltage, right top - I-V characteristics under the voltage

sweeps from 5 to 0 V(12).
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can be controlled by simply applying the external voltage. The negative voltage

pulse will attract the oxygen vacancies toward top electrode lowering the conduc-

tivity of the system, while the positive pulse will have the opposite effect. Using

the technique with sufficient spatial resolution - LC-AFM(103), it is possible to

show, that the RS is limited to very small regions and even a single extended

defects (dislocations) can be switched(12). The results from the such experiment

performed on reduced and subsequently re-oxidized single crystal STO revealed

very localized spots with enhanced conductivity - Fig.1.28 a). Here the electrofor-

mation step is shown - one of the conducting spots was chosen and voltage sweeps

from -5 to 0 V were applied. As a result, the system transformed from nonlinear

(insulating/semiconducting) (from n1 to n7) to a metallic behavior (n15). There-

fore, after this procedure, the investigated point exhibited stable bipolar switching

with characteristic I-V curves showed in Fig.1.29. The microscopic explanation of

the phenomena is very similar to the description of the electroformation process

given in previous paragraph. The oxygen is pushed along dislocation with the

positive voltage and attracted with the negative. However, one has to keep in

mind about two aspects: first, that sufficiently high oxygen deficiency along the

dislocation must be induced by the electroformation, and second, that the sink

and source of oxygen must exist in a form of network of dislocations. One can

imagine that the external voltage can act as an electrochemical switch, and the

RS phenomena is in fact, related to the region very close to the surface.

Figure 1.29: Resistance switching of a single dislocation. - a) an illustration

of the experimental setup for RS in individual dislocation using LC-AFM and b)

the current-voltage characteristics showing bistable resisting switching(12).
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1.3 Thesis objectives

The main objective of this thesis is to investigate the behavior of Fe doped STO

single crystals and thin films under the electrical and thermal stimuli.

The single crystals are best suited for the basic investigations, thus the crys-

tal structure, dopant distribution, electrical behavior and the RS phenomena are

thoroughly analyzed. Many comparisons to the undoped STO are made in order

to characterize the Fe doping influence. The results from many different tech-

niques, especially in nanoscale, are shown.

Additionally a chapter devoted to the characterization of Fe doped STO thin

films is given. Thin films are more likely suited for the applications, however they

are influenced from the substrate side and consequently, have less defined struc-

ture. Nevertheless, similar problems such as the structure, dopant distribution

and the electrical behavior (RS) are investigated.

I strongly believe that the results shown in this work will broaden the current

knowledge on the STO material, and hopefully, will point to interesting experi-

ments in the future.
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Experimental methods

Currently, due to the large number of experimental techniques and their applica-

tions, all scientific work require at least brief discussion about the experimental

methods. It becomes even more important when dealing with some specific mod-

ification of known techniques. Therefore this chapter is devoted to the brief

description and characterization of the involved methods. In order to give clear

explanation this chapter is divided into two major parts. First, the explanation

of so called ’primary techniques’ consisting of the core methods essential to this

work will be given. Second, the ’secondary techniques’ that were used selectively

will be shortly discussed.

The diagram of the experimental techniques can be found in the Fig.2.1.

2.1 Primary characterization techniques

Most of the results presented in this work comes from three basic techniques:

the X-ray Phototelectron Spectroscopy, Atomic Force Microscopy and the elec-

trical measurements. The electrical measurements can be further separated into

macroscopic by the modified Valdes method, and the microscopic by the Local-

Conductivity Atomic Force Microscopy. Sadly, not all of details can be presented

here and more information can be found in the included references.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Figure 2.1: Experimental methods. - The diagram of all experimental tech-

niques used in this work.

2.1.1 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy

The X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), also called electron spectroscopy

for chemical analysis (ESCA), is one of the most widely used techniques for the

surface characterization. Their popularity stems primarily from their versatility

and the ability to provide a range of information(104).

Standard XPS can provide the qualitative and quantitative information listed

below:

• Chemical identification of almost all (except H and He) elements, the min-

imum concentration limit approximately equal to 0.1 % at.
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• Elemental environment, such as the oxidation state and covalency of bonds.

The XPS spectra can be also used as a finger print of the specific materials,

thus allowing also material identification.

• Depth profiles, both in the destructive mode using external sputtering

gun, or non-destructive up to 10 nm into the sample surface by angular-

dependent XPS studies (or photoelectrons with differing escape depths).

• Lateral surface composition with the spatial resolutions of 2 µm for labora-

tory instruments. Recent development using sychrotron-based instruments

allowed to achieve 15 nm resolution or less.

More sophisticated variations of XPS are capable of providing more detailed

information about the chemistry, electronic structure, and morphology of the

investigated surfaces.

2.1.1.1 Basic principle

Figure 2.2: XPS basic principle. - Schematic diagram for the photoemission

process.

The XPS method requires for the surface of the material to be irradiated

with the X-ray photons. Depending on the type of material and the energy of

incoming radiation, there is a variety of interactions that can occur. In some

cases the photons can pass through without and effect, otherwise the interaction

will lead to:

• scattering without energy loss (Thomson scattering),
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• scattering with energy loss (Compton scattering),

• absorption of the photon accompanied by the ejection of the electron.

The Thomson scattering, stems from the interaction of the incoming radiation

with the electric field of atoms or molecules. Interaction leads to change in the

direction of the radiation, which can be used to determine the atomic order, both

in large and small scales. The Compton scattering on the other hand, occurs

when the energy of the incoming photons is altered, which can be used in deter-

mination of the electronic structure. Finally, the absorption of the photon and

emission of the electron (photoemission process) can occur. The photoemission

process is governed by the set of rules. First, there is no photoemission regardless

of the intensity of the photons unless the energy of the photon is greater or equal

than the threshold energy (binding energy for the electron), which is character-

istic for each element. Once the threshold energy is exceeded, the amount of

photoelectrons is proportional to the intensity of the radiation. When the energy

of the photons is higher than binding energy, the excess energy is transferred to

the emitted electrons, according the Einstein equation:

EB = hν − Ek (2.1)

, where EB is the binding energy of the electron in the atom, hν is the energy

of the X-ray photon, and Ek is the kinetic energy of the photoelectron that can

be measured. Consequently, one can obtain the binding energy of the electrons,

which in turn is characteristic to the atom itself, as well as the local environment.

The photoelectron emission process is schematically illustrated in the Fig.2.2. The

electrons originating from atoms that are close enough the surface (10 nm), can

escape from the material and be measured by the appropriate detector. Therefore,

the XPS technique is surface sensitive.

2.1.1.2 Experimental setup

When the sample surface is irradiated by the X-ray radiation with sufficiently

high energy, the core-level photoelectrons are emitted. However, the electrons

leaving the material can be absorbed in ambient conditions, therefore the XPS

experiments are conducted under the ultra high vacuum (UHV). Apart from that,

some of the core XPS components, such as X-ray gun, also require low pressures

to function properly. For most applications a base vacuum of 10−10 Torr is rea-

sonable. The other requirements for successful XPS measurements are connected
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with the state of the investigated surface, especially in the lack of contaminants

is important.

Figure 2.3: XPS experimental setup. - The schematics of modern XPS spec-

trometer, equipped with monochromatized X-ray source(105).

The typical experimental setup can be found in the Fig.2.3. Beside the X-ray

gun (typically with the monochromator), the XPS setup require electron flood

gun (which is used for the neutralization of the electron deficient surfaces), an

electronic focusing system to gather the photoelectrons and the detector. Most
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popular detectors are based on the hemispherical analyzer that is capable of

energetic separation; the electrons are first separated according to energy (Ek) and

then counted. The EB values are calculated and typically expressed in electron

volts (1 eV = 1.6 × 10−19 J).

2.1.1.3 Data handling

The spectra obtained in the XPS experiment are gathered and analyzed according

to two basic regions of interest.

Core levels

Typical core level spectra contains well defined, and relatively sharp, peaks

that can be attributed to the various elements that are present in the surface of

the investigated material. The area under these peaks is related to the quantity

of the respective elements, allowing for the qualitative and quantitative elemen-

tal analysis. Additionally, the spectra provides information about the oxidation

states, molecular functional groups, etc. There are a number of instrumental and

physical factors that has to be included into the calculation in order to achieve

quantitative results. Besides the single peaks, the spin-orbit interaction leads to

the lifting of the degeneracy and formation of doublets in the p, d or f orbitals.

Moreover, more complex peak splittings can be observed, mostly in the transtion

metal and rare earth ions (multiplet splitting in p and d orbitals). More de-

tails can be found in the literature(106). Also, other features should be taken

into account when analyzing the XPS spectra: X-ray satellite peaks (only when

non-monochromatized X-ray source is used), shake-up satellites and shake-off

satellites, photon induced Auger lines, inelastic scattering background and plas-

mon loss peaks (in metals). The typical relative error for the XPS analysis is in

the order of ±10 %.

Valence band

In contrast to the core level electrons, the valence band (VB) electrons are

directly involved in chemical bond formation and molecular interactions. There-

fore, the VB peaks stem from the local environment, which is typically not known.

The precise analysis of the VB is possible, however require advanced computer

simulation, which is relatively difficult. Instead, qualitative analysis is usually

performed. The property that is routinely easily extracted is the band gap value.

What is more, for the bonding energies close to 0 eV, the spectra intensity can be
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directly related to the density of states, which allows to investigate the electronic

structure close to the Fermi level.

2.1.1.4 Summary

Today, the XPS technique is widely available and very practical. The provided

versatility and ability to provide a handful of information makes it ideal tool for

the scientists around the world. There is an extensive literature in the XPS topic,

both in technique and in material characterization. XPS used with the combina-

tion of the techniques, such as AFM or LEED, is irreplaceable in understanding

many physical and chemical properties of a novel materials.

XPS studies in this work were performed using two different spectrometers:

PHI 5600 and 5700 from Physical Electronics, both with monochromatized Al

Ka radiation.

2.1.2 Atomic Force Microscopy

The Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) belongs to a large family of the Scanning

Probe Microscopes (SPM)(107). The basic idea behind all SPM is identical: the

interaction of the probe with the investigated material, in combination with the

scanning motion, can be used to create the 3D image of investigated surface.

Those interactions are used to control the feedback system and a piezo-drive,

which allows both the scanning motion and the reconstruction of the measured

surface properties. Currently there is a number of different SPM techniques

that implements various probe-sample interactions, with the two canonical ones:

Scanning Tunneling Microscopy and Atomic Force Microscopy(105).

Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM)

In the Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM), the quantum tunneling current

flowing between the conducting tip and the surface is measured. This current is

used to drive the feedback loop, which typically maintains constant tip-sample

distance. Since the tunneling current depends on the tip position, applied voltage,

and the local density of states, the electronic structure of the investigated sample

can be measured with atomic resolution. For the relatively uniform electronic

properties and the tip-sample distances above 10 Å, the STM can be effectively

used to measure the sample topography.
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Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)

The AFM technique has also a variety of modifications, just to mention several

of them:

Lateral force microscopy (LFM) LFM measures the lateral deflections of

the cantilever that comes from the friction between the tip and the surface. The

friction investigation is very useful for imaging inhomogeneity and mechanical

properties of the materials.

Force modulation microscopy (FMM) FMM is modification that allows

for the characterization of a sample mechanical properties. In this mode the tip is

scanned in contact with the sample as for constant-force mode, but in addition,

a periodic signal is applied to the tip. This results in the modulation of the

amplitude of the cantilever which depends on the elastic properties of the sample.

Electrostatic Force Microscopy (EFM) EFM modes uses additional

voltage that is applies between the tip and the sample. The measurement is done

in two pass method, first the topography of the surface is acquired, and then tip-

sample distance is increased and the movement of the tip mimic the topography.

Thus, any additional tip-sample force that not comes from the topography, can

be detected. The EFM mode is primarily used to study the spatial variation of

surface charge carrier density.

Magnetic force microscopy (MFM) MFM variation is based on the

same idea as the EFM mode, yet the magnetic instead of electric interaction

is measured. The MFM require a tip coated with a ferromagnetic thin film, thus

using the two pass method is necessary.

2.1.2.1 Basic principle

The AFM, first developed by Binnig(108) by combining previously developed

STM with the stylus profilometer, uses the detection of the forces between the

probe (tip) and the surface. As the forces vary, the reconstruction of the 3D

topography of the surface can be made. In this sense the working principle

is very similar to old fashioned record-player, where the sharp stylus probed the

topography of the rotating record. However, to accurately detect very small forces

acting on the probe, and to achieve atomic resolutions, a specially designed probes
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Figure 2.4: Typical probes used with the AFM. - Images of a triangular

silicon nitride contact-mode AFM probe (left) and the SEM image of the tip apex

for the same probe (right) are presented. Tips manufactured by the NanoWorld

AG.

Force Range (nm)

Electrostatic (Coulomb) 100

van der Waals 10

Covalent or chemical bonding 0.2

Contact 0.1

Table 2.1: Interaction forces in AFM - along with their average ranges of

interaction taken from(110).

are required. The typical AFM probe is designed in the following way: the base

of the probe is connected to the elastic cantilever, that is placed almost parallel

to the surface, which ends with very sharp tip - Fig.2.4. The sharpness and the

shape of the tip has a big impact on the quality of the obtained data, thus the

sharper the tip, the better is the final resolution. Currently, most manufactures

offers tips with the 20 nm curvature, which is sufficient for standard applications

(Fig.2.4). However a much sharper tips, with the curvature below 5 nm or 1 nm,

are also readily available. Even the carbon nanotube-functionalized tips have

been prepared, offering very small tip radii. Thanks to the small dimensions of

the tip, standard AFM setup can sense extremely small forces - in the range of

10−9 10−6 N, or (in special cases) as low as 3·10−13 N(109). The force experienced

by the tip in AFM comes from atomic interactions and have different physical

backgrounds. These forces and their ranges are outlined in Table2.1.

A simplified tip-sample calculations can be given using two major contribu-
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tions, the attractive van der Waals potential and the repulsive atomic potential.

It was shown experimentally, that the repulsive forces grows rapidly while short-

ening the interatomic distances. On the other hand, for the distances on the order

of 3 Åthe repulsive force drops to zero. Such phenomenological potential can be

expressed by the following equation, which is called LennardJones potential:

w(r) = 4w0

[(σ
r

)12

−
(σ
r

)6]
(2.2)

or equivalent force, which can be seen in the Fig.2.5:

F (r) = −24w0

[σ6

r7
− 2

σ12

r13

]
r̂ (2.3)

Figure 2.5: Force calculated using Lennard-Jones potential. - Force versus

distance calculated for the Lennard-Jones pair potential. Two regions of attractive

and repulsive force are clearly visible.

There are two distinctive regions separated by the sign of the force, marked

as the repulsive and attractive force regimes - Fig.2.5. This picture is naturally

just an approximation, since it was originally developed for a simplified case of

two molecules. Nevertheless, this relation can be used to formulate equations for

macroscopic bodies, by taking the potential and integrating it over geometry of

interest. The approximation for the spherical end of the tip (radius R, density ρ1),

separated by certain distance (z) from the flat surface with density (ρ2) (Fig.2.6)

gives the following equation:

F (z) =
π2ρ1ρ2CR

6

1

z2
(2.4)
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Figure 2.6: Schematics of the tip-sample geometry. - The geometry used

with the van der Waals potential for the macroscopic interaction calculation.

Finally, the simplified picture shows that for the small separations (contact)

there is mostly the repulsive interaction while for large separations (non-contact)

there is mainly attraction. This result is reflected in the existence of the typical

AFM working modes:

• contact mode - the tip is in direct physical contact, the feedback loop main-

tains the constant force,

• tapping mode - the tip is driven to oscillation close to one of its resonant

frequency by the piezoelectric drive, since tip oscillates in the vicinity of

the surface there is brief ’contact’ in each cycle,

• non-contact mode - very similar to tapping mode, the tip is driven to its

resonant (or close to it) frequency but there is no contact (repulsive inter-

action).

Most of the AFM measurements done in this work were performed in the

contact mode, the reason for this will be explained along with the description of

the LC-AFM technique.

2.1.2.2 Experimental setup

The typical construction of an AFM is presented in the Fig.2.7. The system

consist of three major parts:

1. AFM probe (tip) mounted on the piezo-drive for the tip oscillation,
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2. piezotube scanner (PZT) - allows to perform the x-y scanning, and z- move-

ment with subatomic precision,

3. force detection system.

The measurement of the force acting on the cantilever is detected and feed

to the feedback system. The feedback system is connected with the piezo-tube

and keeps the force constant, by changing the z tube position. Thanks to it,

the tip-surface distance is maintained (only in the ideal case, since the feedback

loop has finite reaction time) and then, from the z position the topography of the

surface can be reconstructed. Besides the implementation if the Fig.2.7, there

are several other realizations of the AFM setup. For example the piezo scanner

can connected the cantilever, instead of the sample, or the piezo tube can be

completely removed in favor of the three ’legs’ system (Johnny Walker BeetleTM).

Moreover the detection system can be realized by different techniques, just to

mention some of them:

• tunneling - the detection system for deflection is like the STM, it uses a

second tip to monitor the deflection of the cantilever, this method is no

longer used today, since it has a variety of limitations (tunneling current is

very susceptible to the surface contamination for example), however this is

the first method ever used in the AFM system,

• capacitance - the capacitance between cantilever and a reference is mea-

sured, which is a linear function of the separation,

• optical interferometry - the interference of the light focused on the tip is

measured, allowing to detect the tip-surface separation,

• laser beam deflection - the most commonly used method, where the laser

light is reflected from the cantilever into section detector, it has the largest

working distance and is insensitive to distance changes.

The laser beam deflection system by the optical lever is the most common

approach. The idea implements fundamental parts: the laser diode, a mirror

and a split-diode photodetector. The force acting on a tip is measured by the

deflection of the cantilever, which is in turn, measured by the laser beam and a

photodetector. The detector itself is divided into four sections named A, B, C

and D. This allows to measure not only the normal tip deflection (normal force),

but also an lateral one (lateral force).
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Figure 2.7: AFM experimental setup. - The schematic representation of the

AFM setup with the optical lever deflection detection method implemented(111).

The signal for a normal deflection is equal to:

Fn = (A+B)− (C +D) (2.5)

, while the lateral deflection is:

Fl = (A+ C)− (B +D) (2.6)

To avoid the influence of the noise, the signal measured by the diode is always

normalized to the total signal.

The AFM is based upon force measurement, thus there is no need for sample

to be electrically conductive. Therefore, samples that are impossible to measure

using the scanning tunneling microscope can be routinely investigated, which is

perhaps the most important advantage over the STM. In the same time, the

AFM resolution comparable to that of an STM. Additionally, the measurement

of forces between atoms and molecules can tell us much about their structures

and the nature of their interactions.
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AFM setup gives the also the possibility to perform experiments under am-

bient and liquid conditions, however in this work all measurements were done

under UHV conditions (10−9-10−10 Torr) in order to maintain clean surface. If

the thermal treatment was applied it was mentioned along with the results.

2.1.2.3 Summary

Definitively, the AFM technique improved the understanding of various physical

and chemical properties of many materials. The AFM is relatively easy to per-

form, and has little limitations, as compared to other ultra high resolution tech-

niques, such as STM or TEM. Many new improvements, as well as new working

modes, are constantly implemented, which widens the experimental possibilities

and future applications.

AFM studies in this work were performed using several AFM setups: Jeol

JSPM-4610A, Omicron STM/AFM VT-50/500 and smaller Jeol VTJSPM-5200.

All of them were equipped with the tips from various manufacturers - Nanosen-

sors, Budget Sensors, Mikromash.

2.2 Electrical Measurements

2.2.1 Modified Valdes method

The electrical resistivity is one of the most important parameters in the materi-

als showing RS behavior. In the STO it is also directly correlated to the density

of the oxygen vacancies. The technique used in this work, is based on the well

known Valdes method(112). In this method, four electrodes are attached into the

flat surface of the investigated material. The electrodes are placed in one line,

with equal distances between the electrodes. Current is passed through the outer

pair of electrodes and the floating potential is measured across the inner pair.

However, in many oxides, the resistivity is not homogeneous across the sample

and typical macroscopic measurement gives the averaged information from whole

sample. Moreover, the contact between the electrodes and the surface becomes

important, as the properties of the material are susceptible type and the method

of contact attachment(113). Additionally, the effects connected with the current

flow, such as heating and the transfer of matter (ions or vacancies), can substan-

tially change the behavior of the electrodes. Thus a modification of the standard
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method is required.

The measurement of the electrical conductivity at different parts of the sample

is specially interesting in the case of electroformation or electrocoloration exper-

iments. Thus, a modified Valdes method was proposed, which is schematically

shown in the Fig.2.8. The electric potential is measured between each electrode

with the help of two electrometers and a amperometer. This gives the opportu-

nity to calculate the potential drop for the most interesting regions of the sample.

The regions are:

• the bulk - the measurements is done for the whole sample; the voltage is

applied between the outer electrodes and the current is controlled by the

current source,

• the electrodes - the measurement is done for the regions close to the outer

electrodes, which is very convenient for the anode and cathode analysis,

• the interior - the measurement between the inner electrodes is performed.

This allows for the characterization of the electrical behavior (for example

R(T ) and RS curves) for the electrodes and the interior of the sample at any

point of the experiment. The macroscopic electrical measurements are crucial for

the RS materials characterization. Nevertheless, obtained information is always

averaged over macroscopic distances. One interested in more local electrical be-

havior has to turn into microscopic investigations.

The electrical measurements in this work were performed using two Keith-

ley 6524 electrometers, programmable current source Keithley 224 and the Lake

Shore 340 temperature controller.

2.2.2 Local conductivity Atomic Force Microscopy

True understanding of the RS phenomenon(12) demands deep insight into lo-

cal conductivity on the nanoscale. This task can be accomplished only with the

help of conducting tip and atomic force microscopy, which together constitute the

Local-Conductivity AFM (LC-AFM) technique - Fig.2.9. In this method, the con-

ducting AFM tip is brought into contact with the surface while voltage is applied.

By measuring the current flow, both the topography and the local conductivity of
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Figure 2.8: Modified Valdes method. - Schematic of modified Valdes method

allowing to separate the contribution to the electrical resistivity coming from the

electrode region and the interior of the sample.

the surface can be simultaneously obtained. Current value from femto- to micro-

amperes have to be measured, which imposes special requirements on the AFM

equipment. Since the tip apex is very small (tip apex curvature for the commer-

cially available conducting tips is less than 20 nm), the contact with the surface

is no bigger than several tens of nm2, depending on the force applied. However,

the current flow is more localized, which leads to a significantly higher resolution

for the local conductivity than the topography. She small contact can lead how-

ever, to difficulties; for example even relatively small current will produce high

current density in the tip apex. High current density can damage the conducting

coating of the tip. Additionally, from the same reason, one has to be very careful

with the data interpretation - the current flow is ’bottle necked’ into small area

of the tip-sample contact. Thus, the tip-sample interface is even more impor-

tant and the contamination of the surface plays a crucial role(114). Additionally

the LC-AFM method utilize two point method, meaning that resistivity of the

whole setup (electrical connection, tip-sample force, resistivity of the electronics)

is taken into an account. To summarize, the data from the local conductivity can
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not be interpreted in the same way as the macroscopic electrical measurement.

Therefore the following section is focused on the thermal stability of tips that

were typically used in all experiments involving LC-AFM. It is important to men-

tion, that this part is heavily based on the one of the author articles - The thermal

stability of Pt/Ir coated AFM tips for resistive switching measurements(115).

Figure 2.9: LC-AFM experimental setup. - Schematic presentation of LC-

AFM technique.

Experimental

As an experiment samples, the silicon tips (PPP-CONTPt, Nanosensors), coated

by sputter deposition with a 25 nm thick double layer of chromium and Pt/Ir,

with an initial 20 nm tip radius were used. Some of the tips were left without any

thermal treatment (reference) and the rest were annealed at various temperatures

for 0.5 h: under oxidizing (500 - 700◦C air)and reducing (300 - 700◦C vacuum

10−6 Torr) conditions. The heating and cooling rate was equal to several ◦C/s on

average. The areas of investigation were always on the same side of the probe as

the cantilever and the tip. The coating was assumed to be uniform at every point

of the probe. The equivalent resistivity per scanning area (R�) was calculated

using current maps and statistic functions. The size of the electric tip-sample

contact was estimated to be 10 nm × 10 nm. The data values from several areas

(5 or more) in each sample were then averaged.
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Thermal stability of Pt-coated conducting AFM tips

The LC-AFM is not the only technique requiring conducting tips, more recently

established AFM techniques also make use of such tips, for example: piezore-

sponse AFM (PMF)(116), scanning Kelvin probe AFM (SKPM)(117) or scanning

capacitance microscopy (SCM)(118). Conducting tips are commercially available

in a variety of forms ranging from solid metal to, most commonly, silicon with

conductive coatings. Since solid metal tips are not very popular due to their low

mechanical stability(119) the most popular Pt/Ir coated silicon tips were used in

this work. One can ask what is the stability of such tips under various conditions

and high temperature. Much work has been done on the mechanical characteriza-

tion of such tips(120, 121), but there is nearly no information about the behavior

of the coating at elevated temperatures. I was especially interested in the topic

since the investigation of the local conductivity of nanometer-size filaments or

measuring the activation energy requires measurements under both oxidizing and

reducing conditions at elevated temperatures thus changes in the properties of

the typical conducting tips has huge influence on the obtained results. In order

to measure the influence of the various conditions on the conducting tips the fol-

lowing techniques were used: X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, scanning electron

microscopy, transmission electron microscopy and local-conductivity atomic force

microscopy. The chemical composition as well as the topography and morphology

of the most popular Pt/Ir coated silicon tips were investigated. The influence of

thermal treatment on the tip apex was also imaged and the changes in the electri-

cal behavior of the tip coating were observed. Applied temperatures ranges were:

500 - 700◦C for oxidizing conditions (air) and 300 - 700◦C for reducing conditions

(vacuum 10−6 Torr), the annealing time was set to 0.5 h. Results yielded the

formation of Pt2Si and SiO2 on the tip surface. The Pt tends to agglomerate

into particles over time, depending on the temperature and conditions. The tip

apex radius increases while the electrical conductivity decreases with the temper-

ature. In conclusion, even the lowest applied temperature leads to changes in the

tip properties, while these changes are much more pronounced under oxidizing

conditions.

Results followed by discussion Fig.2.10 shows the SEM images of Pt/Ir

coated silicon cantilevers treated at various temperatures under oxidizing con-

ditions. Fig.2.10 (a) corresponds to an untreated reference tip while Figs.2.10

(b)-(d) correspond to cantilevers annealed at 500, 600 and 700◦C for 0.5 h under

oxidizing (air) conditions. A comparison between the untreated (reference) tip
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and the tips annealed in air shows that the topography and morphology of Pt/Ir

coating changes. While for the reference sample the coating is homogeneous and

smooth, for higher temperatures hills becomes visible. Similar results (not pre-

sented) can be found for cantilevers annealed in vacuum, although the changes

are much smaller. TEM measurements were performed in order to look closely

into the influence of heat treatment on the tip apex. In Fig.2.11 the reference tip

(a) and the tips annealed at 700◦C in vacuum (b) and in air (c) are compared.

Figure 2.10: SEM images - SEM images of Pt/Ir tips (a) without thermal

treatment (b) annealed at 500◦C (c) annealed at 600◦C (d) annealed at 700◦C in

air.

The tip apex radius for the reference tip is around 20 nm, the same value

as given by the manufacturer and reported from SEM measurements(122). The

polycrystalline character of the coating is visible as a grainy structure on the

surface of the tip. Much more interesting is the image of the tip annealed at

700◦C, which shows the bulk of single-crystalline silicon covered in the center by

a thin layer of silicon oxide. On top of this layer several round dark particles

can be found with various diameters ranging from several nanometers up to 30

nm. These particles are composed of Pt and a small fraction of Pt2Si as will be

shown in the XPS measurements. The Pt atoms tend to decrease the surface free
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Figure 2.11: TEM images - TEM images of Pt/Ir tips (a) without thermal

treatment (b) annealed at 700◦C under reducing conditions (c) annealed at 700◦C

under oxidizing conditions.

energy. Thus migration occurs on the surface and the islands are mainly formed

due to the Ostwald ripening process. This behavior will have a huge impact on

the electrical properties of the annealed tips, as will be shown from the LC-AFM

measurements.

The chemical composition of the tip surface was investigated using XPS pre-

sented in Fig.2.12 and the peak binding energies are summarized in Table.2.2. In

particular, the Pt 4f and Si 2s level photoemission spectra were analyzed. The

Pt4f lines exhibits a spin-orbit doublet formed of asymmetric Doniach− Ŝunjić
lines for all measured samples. This is a clear indication of a metallic state and

a lack of Pt − O bonds(123). It is known that the formation of platinum sili-

cides starts from the relatively low temperature of 200◦C(124) thus we expect

the formation of Pt2Si or PtSi. The binding energy values for Pt, Pt2Si and

PtSi are 71.3, 72.5 and 73.0 eV respectively(125). Thus for the reference tip the

surface consists of platinum in a metallic state. For the tip annealed in air, the

Pt 4f peak is at 71.29 eV suggesting a small fraction of Pt2Si besides Pt in the

metallic state. For the tip annealed in vacuum, we find that the surface mostly
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Figure 2.12: XPS investigation of tips annealed under oxidizing and

reducing atmosphere - XPS spectra of Pt/Ir coating (a), (d) without thermal

treatment (b), (e) annealed at 700◦C under reducing conditions (c), (f) annealed

at 700◦C under oxidizing conditions.

consists of Pt2Si and possibly a small fraction of PtSi. The data from Si 2s

peaks shows, as we would expect, that for the reference tip there is no silicon on

the surface. The binding energy values for Si and SiO2 are 151.2 and 155.0 eV,

respectively(126). The result shows that the thermally treated tips are covered

with SiO2 regardless of the annealing conditions applied. Hence for the tip an-

nealed in vacuum the SiO2 component is only the fraction of surface silicon. The

rest of the silicon comes from Pt2Si, which corresponds well to the results from

Pt4f spectra. Similar results were obtained by other authors(127, 128, 129).

The topography images of the same set of cantilevers are presented in Fig.2.13

(a)-(d). Averaged values of RMS and island sizes for several 1 × 1 µm scanning

areas per sample are presented in Table.2.3. There is an increase in the coating

roughness starting from the lowest annealing temperature for all conditions. In

air at 500◦C film stays fairly flat and homogeneous. As the annealing temperature

was increased to 600◦C the islands and holes became larger, thus platinum started

to agglomerate forming partially connected patterns. After annealing at 700◦C

the sizes of island was further increased and they become more circular in shape.

The RMS jumps to almost 5 nm, the AGS to 56 nm and the AGH to 17.5 nm,

moreover the films break up and become discontinuous. The same effect was

clearly visible in the TEM image.
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Sample
Pt 4f Si 2s volume

[eV] [eV] [%]

Reference 71.15 - 100

Air 700◦C 71.29 154.38 100

Vacuum 700◦C 72.63
151.6 72.25

154.1 27.75

Table 2.2: Binding energies of Pt 4f and Si 2s lines - taken for 3 samples:

reference, annealed at 700◦C under reducing conditions and annealed at 700◦C

under oxidizing conditions. The uncertainties are: binding energy = 0.03 eV,

volume = 10%.

Figure 2.13: AFM topography - Topography AFM images of Pt/Ir tips (a)

without thermal treatment (b) annealed at 500◦C (c) annealed at 600◦C (d) an-

nealed at 700◦C in air.
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Sample
RMS AGS AGH R�

(nm) (nm) (nm) (Ω)

Reference 0.30 7.9 1.6 6.61±1.26

Air 500◦C 1.24 19.6 4.4 71.94±5.35

Air 600◦C 2.38 28.4 9.0 452.25±14.72

Air 700◦C 4.92 56.0 17.5 > 10000

Vacuum 300◦C 0.39 9.8 2.2 58.12±6.94

Vacuum 400◦C 0.51 10.9 2.5 78.67±6.35

Vacuum 500◦C 0.67 14.8 3.4 84.58±8.22

Vacuum 600◦C 0.79 16.3 3.8 92.76±7.44

Vacuum 700◦C 0.89 18.4 4.3 108.55±9.13

Table 2.3: The statistical information for the various tips annealed under

oxidizing and reducing conditions - the root mean square (RMS), average

grain size (AGS), average grain height (AGH) and the R� for all samples. The

uncertainties are RMS=0.1 nm, AGS=1.2 nm, AGH=1.3 nm.

Current maps of tips annealed in air presented in Fig.2.14 mimic the behavior

of the topography. For the reference sample Fig.2.14 (a) the polycrystalline char-

acter of the platinum coating is clearly visible, and many conducting spots with

an average size of 8 nm can be found. With increasing annealing temperature the

size of the conducting spots increases whereas the average current per scanning

area decreases up to 700◦C Fig.2.14 (d) where there is no current flow. The source

of the rapid current decrease is twofold. First, as observed in the topography,

platinum islands become discontinuous thus breaking the current paths. The

connection between the ground electrode and the biased electrode (the scanning

tip) is destroyed, thus there is no current flow. Second, the diffusion of Si and

formation of SiO2 on the surface already shown in XPS measurements leads to

a continuous decrease in conductivity.

Island formation and growth is much slower for the vacuum-annealed tips.

The topography undergoes small changes and the coating remains continuous up

to the highest measured temperature. The topography images of the vacuum

annealed cantilevers are presented in Fig.2.15 (a) and (c). The roughness and

island size increase steadily with the annealing temperature up to 0.82 nm RMS,

18.4 nm AGS and 4.3 nm AGH for 700◦C. These values are significantly lower than

for the air-annealed cantilevers. This suggests that oxygen plays an important
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Figure 2.14: AFM local conductivity - Local conductivity AFM images of

Pt/Ir tips (a) without thermal treatment (b) annealed at 500◦C (c) annealed at

600◦C (d) annealed at 700◦C in air.

role in the formation of island structures and Pt surface mobility is thus enhanced.

TEM measurements by other authors also confirm that annealing in oxygen and

air leads to significantly larger Pt particles(130, 131).

The local conductivity maps presented in Fig.2.15 (b) and (d) show that the

polycrystalline character of the reference sample is conserved. Large numbers

of conducting grains can be found after annealing at both 300◦C and 700◦C in

vacuum. The resistivity increases with the annealing temperature, as presented

in Table.2.3. This is connected with the island formation and the variation in

thickness and stoichiometry of the coating. Additionally, it is related to the for-

mation of Pt2Si, which has a higher resistivity value (30 µΩ·cm (124)) compared

with pure Pt (0.59 µΩ· cm (132)). Moreover, the formation of surface SiO2 is

increasing the resistivity of the tips.

Conclusions

The observations shows that even the lowest applied temperature results in

changes in the tip properties. The platinum coating tends to agglomerate and

Pt2Si and SiO2 is formed on the tip surface. The changes are much more pro-

nounced under oxidizing conditions, hence it can be concluded, that the maximum
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Figure 2.15: AFM performed in vacuum - Topography and local conductivity

AFM images of Pt/Ir tip annealed at (a) - (b) 300◦C and (c) - (d) 700◦C in vacuum.

applicable temperature is close to 500◦C. Above that temperature the conduc-

tivity of the tip drops significantly. Also the roughness of the coating increases

sixfold, compared with the untreated tip leading to an increase of the tip apex.

In the case of reducing atmospheres, heat treatment is not so crucial, so that it

is fairly safe to use temperatures above 500◦C.

However, the annealing time was only set to 0.5 h and I did not performed

annealing-time dependency. One could suspect that in the case of normal mea-

surements this time could be much longer. Additionally the effect of current flow

can heat up the sample tip, thus leading to similar effect. One idea to ovoid errors

from the tip modification is to start the experiment from the maximum applicable

temperature or pre-anneal the tip for extensive time before the experiment.

2.3 Secondary characterization techniques

Those techniques provide very useful information but are not the core techniques

of this work. The discussion in this section is therefore, limited only to basic

description. The reader however can find more extensive descriptions in the

provided references.
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2.3.1 X-ray Powder Diffraction

Very brief explanation the X-ray diffraction technique will be given here. Much

more detailed description can be found in many text books, for example in(133,

134). It is well known that the electromagnetic wave (such as X-ray) can interact

with the matter in various ways, for example: emission of fluorescent X-rays,

emission of electrons (photoelectrons) or scattering. The scattering can occurs

with, or without energy loss. In the first case, X-rays transfer some of the energy

to the electrons and the wavelength of scattered X-rays is changed. This is so

called inelastic scattering (Compton Scattering). In the second case also called an

elastic scattering, the energy of the incident X-ray remains unchanged and only

the momentum is transferred in the scattering process. This process is called

Thomson Scattering and is a basis of the diffraction experiments. Electromag-

netic wave can be scattered in different directions, depending on atomic structure

and chemical composition, thus the intensity of diffracted X-ray is strongly mod-

ulated. When the atoms are arranged in periodic manner (crystals), the resulting

intensity will exhibit sharp interference peaks. Those peaks allow us to find the

distribution of atoms in the crystal. For a given set of lattice planes the equation

for the position of the peak can be written as:

nλ = 2dhklsin(Θ) (2.7)

, where n is an integer, λ is the wavelength of the X-ray radiation, the Θ is the

diffraction angle and dhkl is the lattice constant for a given crystal plane with hkl

Miller indexes. This equation is known as the Bragg’s law and is fundamental to

interpretation of the x-ray diffraction data. We can see the set of different lattice

lanes and the Braggs law in the Fig.2.16.

Figure 2.16: Bragg’s law. - Different sets of lattice planes (left) and a Bragg’s

Law.
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The set of peaks allows the symmetry of the structure to be determined and

the lattice parameters to be calculated. If the symmetry is not known, the Space-

Group, i.e. the location of each atom within the elemental cell can be determined

using 4-circle X-ray diffractometer with monocrystalline sample.

XRD studies in this work were performed using Empyrean diffractometer from

Panalytical in a standard θ − 2θ geometry.

2.3.2 Low Energy Electron Diffraction

Contrary to the XRD method, the Low Energy Electron Diffraction is a surface

sensitive diffraction technique. The electrons with low energy (around 150 eV)

has very shortest mean free path and wavelength of 1 Å, thus are ideal for the

investigation of the crystal surfaces. An excellent detailed description of the

LEED can be found in various text books(135). Nowadays the LEED is one of the

most widely used techniques for surface structure determination. Besides that, it

is perfect for the surface state determination, since only clean and ordered surfaces

can produce a clear LEED pattern with bright, sharp spots. Moreover the spots,

or to be more precise the positions of the spots in the LEED pattern, may be used

to find the symmetry of the surface and the unit cell length. Unfortunately, due to

multiple scattering of the electrons, this determination is not as straightforward

as in X-ray diffraction.

The typical experimental setup for a LEED is realized in the back-scattering

geometry - Fig.2.17. The electrons with the variable energy are produced by the

electron gun positioned perpendicular to the sample. The electrons are backscat-

tered from the sample into grids, that surrounds the electron gun. There are two

types of electrons that reach the grid, first the elastically scattered electrons form-

ing the LEED pattern, and second inelastically scattered electrons, which forms

the background. The inelastic electrons may make up to 99 % of the total flux

and has to be eliminated by the set of grids. Next, elastically scattered electrons

are accelerated to the fluorescent screen by high positive potential (several kV).

This provides enough energy for the electrons to excite the fluorescent screen and

the diffraction pattern can be recorded by the camera.

LEED studies in this work were obtained using LEED OCI LPS 300-D system

in the UHV chamber (base pressure of 10−10 Torr).
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Figure 2.17: Schematic diagram of the LEED system. - The schematics for

the LEED technique, the camera is installed on the right side.

2.3.3 Time Of Flight Secondary Ions Mass Spectrometry

Figure 2.18: TOF-SIMS experimental setup. - The model of a TOF-SIMS

spectrometer (left) and the scheme of the surface ion bombardment(right).

Time Of Flight Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (TOF-SIMS) is based on

the investigation of ionized particles, that are emitted when a solid surface is

bombarded by energetic particles. The detailed description of the process and

technical implementations can be found in the literature(105). For the primary

particles: electrons, photons or ions can be chosen, with the ions or clusters of ions

as a most common. When a high energy (between 10 and 40 keV) beam of ions

bombards a surface, the particle energy is transferred to the atoms of the solid.

Various collisions occurs in the material (Fig.2.18 (right)) and a large number of
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’secondary’ particles such as: electrons, atoms or molecules or atomic and cluster

ions are released. The TOF-SIMS spectrometry is primarily focused on ionized

particles. The measurements concept is based on the the mass detector, when

the ’packages’ of secondary ions are first accelerated to a given potential (several

keV) in order to ensure that all ions has approximately same kinetic energy, then

they are allowed to move through a field free space before reaching the detector.

The time of flight for each particle depends on the: the mass-to-charge ratio

m/z, the acceleration potential V and the lenght of flight path L according to

the equation:

t = L
( m

2zV

) 1
2

(2.8)

The flight times are electronically measured and ion mass can be calculated.

Thus one receive a mass spectrum, that can be further studied. The schematic for

a ION-TOF TOF-SIMS can be found Fig.2.18. It is also worth to mention that

over 95% of the secondary particles originate from the top two layers of the inves-

tigated surface, thus the TOF-SIMS is considered surface-sensitive. Additionally,

most of the TOF-SIMS setups are equipped with ion sputter guns. This allows

to remove substantial portions of the material from the top allowing to perform

deep profiles. Moreover the ion beam can be focused into relatively small spots,

which in combination with the scanning motion gives the possibility to map in-

vestigated surface. In combination with the deep profiles a 3D measurements are

also possible.

To summarize the TOF-SIMS can give a chemical information about the solid

surface with sub-nano depth resolution, parts per billion sensitivity and lateral

resolution below 100 nm. It should be noted however that the quantification is

still very difficult and for most application only the qualitative data is possible

to obtain.

TOF-SIMS studies in this work were performed using SIMS-5 spectrometer

from IonTOF. Bi+ ion beam was used for analysis, while Cs+ was applied for

depth profiling.
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2.3.4 X-ray Fluorescence Spectroscopy

X-ray Fluorescence Spectroscopy (XRF) is a nondestructive method for the chem-

ical analysis. The element analysis is obtained by the detection of the X-ray

fluorescence radiation caused by the irradiation with intense X-ray beam. The

detailed description can be found in the literature(136). The process of fluores-

cence is schematically presented on the left side in Fig.2.19. The emitted radiation

can be analyzed either by energy or wavelengths sensitive detectors. The quan-

tification is obtained by the measurement of the fluorescent X-ray intensity in

comparison to provided or internal standards. The XRF is bulk sensitive method

with the probing depth depending on the investigated element (several mm to µm

depth). The range of elements that can be detected depends on the spectrome-

ter itself, in this work the elements from beryllium to uranium were accessible.

With the use of modern XRF spectrometers it is also possible to perform surface

mapping, with resolution of several hundreds µm.

XRF studies in this work were performed using ZSX Primus II form Rigaku.

Figure 2.19: XRF experimental setup. - The basic working principle (left)

and the schematics for the typical XRF system (right) are presented. The diffrac-

tion crystals are used for the wavelength detection, and are designed to cover a

specific range of elements.

2.3.5 Magnetic measurements

The Superconducting Quantum Interference Device (SQUID) is typically used

to characterize the magnetic properties of the materials. The short introduction
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introduction will be given, but one interested in the topic can find many references

in the literature(137). In general, the response of a material to a magnetic field

can be quantified by the magnetic susceptibility χ, which is defined as a:

χ =
M

Ha

(2.9)

The χ is defined a an response of the magnetization M of the material to

the applied magnetic field Ha. Depending on the reaction of the material to the

magnetic field, one can try to differentiate all the materials into basic category:

• vacuum: χ = 0,

• diamagnetic: χ small and negative,

• paramagnetic: χ small and positive,

• ferromagnetic: χ large and positive.

The schematic for a SQUID magnetometer working principle is shown in

Fig.2.20. The heart of the instrument is the ring of superconducting material

with one or more Josephson junctions usually in the form of thin parallel insulat-

ing layers. If the constant bias voltage is maintained in the ring, the electron-pair

wave coherence results in the oscillations of the measured current. The oscilla-

tions are proportional to the change of the phase at the two junctions, which

depends on the magnetic flux. Therefore measurement of the oscillations allows

us to calculate the flux change in the ring.

Magnetic studies in this work were performed using QD-MPMS-XL-7AC SQUID

Magnetometr from Quantum Design.

2.3.6 Mössbauer Spectroscopy

The Mössbauer Spectroscopy (MS) originates from the Mössbauer effect discov-

ered in 1958. This effect stems from the emission of gamma radiation from a

radioactive nuclei after its decays from the excited state. This radiation can in

turn excite other nuclei of the same isotope giving rise to nuclear resonant ab-

sorption. However, due to recoil during gamma ray emission, some of the energy

is lost. This leads to a energy shift and the absorption and emission energy dis-

tributions do not longer overlaps. Then, it is no longer possible to observe the
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Figure 2.20: SQUID working principle. - Example of the superconducting

ring with two Josephson junctions.

absorption in the sample material. Nonetheless, when the recoil energy is lower

than the lowest lattice vibrational energy, that energy cannot be absorbed and

consequently, there is no recoil. This effect is restricted to certain isotopes with

low energy excited states. There are over 40 elements, where the Mössbauer effect

was found, but the most common isotope used for the MS experiments is 57Fe.

Over 90 % of the available literature is focused on it. Detailed description of the

technique can be found in many text books(138).

The MS is also known due to its excellent energy resolution, which originates

from the energy distribution of the gamma radiation. This energy distribution is

extremely small - in the order of 10−9 eV. Thus, in order to perform spectroscopic

measurements, some energy distributions has to be introduced. In the MS ex-

periments the radioactive source is accelerated to and from the sample inducting

constantly, which shifts the emission frequency to lower and higher frequencies

thanks to the Doppler effect. The schematic experimental setup for the MS is

presented in Fig.2.21. In general, the MS absorption spectrum provides informa-

tion about the coordination and the oxidation states of the element in question,

due to the possibility to detect extremely small changes of the energy resulting
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from interactions between the nucleus and its surrounding.

MS studies in this work were performed using home-build MS CEMS system.

Figure 2.21: MS experimental setup. - The schematic of the MS technique.

It is important to remember, that both the sample and the source, consists of the

same isotope material.

2.3.7 Photoelectron Emission Microscopy

The Photoelectron Emission Microscopy (PEEM) is an technique implementing

photoelectrons produced from the surface irradiated by X-ray radiation. It can

be described as an combination of a SEM imaging capabilities with the XPS en-

ergy sensitivity. The schematic of a synchrotron based PEEM is shown in the

Fig.2.22. XPEEM was initially developed using laboratory sources, such as Hg

arc lamp, but lately the improvement and accessibility of the synchrotron radi-

ation allowed for wider XPEEM implementation. There are few books on the

topic, nevertheless some excellent reviews can be found(139).

The contrast visible in the XPEEM imaging depends on several physical phe-

nomena and has to be recognized as such, in order to properly analyze the ob-

tained data. First of all, there is topographical contrast that comes from the

fact that the electron optics focal point is set for certain height and any devi-

ation from it results in an decreased intensity. Moreover the distortion of the

extraction field at topographical features can play an important role. Second,
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Figure 2.22: XPEEM experimental setup. - The schematic of the XPEEM

technique. The XPEEM in its construction is similar to the electron microscopy,

with typical resolution below 20 nm.

there is element specific contrast, which is obtained by tuning the X-ray energy

to characteristic absorption edges. Third, the variation of a work function of the

surface contributes heavily to visible contrast. Last, due to the magnetic inter-

action with the incoming X-ray beam, the imaging of the magnetic moments is

possible, which is realized in the linear and circular magnetic dichroism effects

for near edge resonances.

The most important features of the XPEEM are:

• high spatial resolution - routinely better than 100 nm, but better than 20

nm for specific application,

• quantitative chemical analysis - beside the elemental detection the XPEEM

is sensitive for the chemical state,

• magnetic sensitivity with the use of X-ray Magnetic Circular Dichroism

(XMCD) technique.

XPEEM studies in this work were performed using XPEEM (PEEMIII) from

Elmitec on the PolLux beamline at Swiss Light Source (SLS) synchrotron.
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2.4 Summary

The experimental part require a short summary. Nearly all of the experiments

and the data analysis were done by the author personally, however there are some

important exceptions that has to be addressed. The list of collaborations that

were made during the creation of this work is given below:

• TOF-SIMS - dr K. Balin,

• XRD - K. Bilewska

• SEM and TEM - J. Friedrich

• XPS - dr J. Kubacki, prof. J. Szade

• LEEM - prof. J. Szade

• AFM - Ch. Rodenbücher

• XPEEM - dr M. lzak, dr D. Wilgocka-lzak and T. Giela

• MS - prof. J. Korecki

• PLD - Ch. Lenser

Once again, I would like to thank all involved in the creation of this thesis,

especially prof. Szot, who contributed greatly to this work.
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3

Reduction and oxidation of the

crystals

The RS phenomenon creates new opportunities in the field of memory technology.(140).

It allows to directly tune the electrical properties of a material, from the insu-

lating to metallic (or semiconducting) by electrical or chemical gradients. Since

the resulting changes in the resistivity are stable with time, the switching require

relatively short time and are localized to very small regions of several nm, it was

proposed to use RS materials as high density non-volatile memories(6).

Recent investigations showed that, both the binary and ternary transition

metal oxides are most promising for RS applications. Among other, two oxides

are considered a model materials: the binary titanium oxide - TiO2(101) and

ternary strontium titanate - SrTiO3(12). The analysis of the nature of the RS

phenomenon is being made on their basis. Moreover, from the application point

of view, the effects of various doping are being actively investigated. Especially

in the case of the STO, the influence of he Nb, La, Cr or Fe is under ongoing

research. Additionally, a lot of interest is put into thin films of STO, and Fe

doped STO thin films among other(15, 141). However, it is difficult to use thin

films for the fundamental research, since one can not easily separate the substrate

influence, which is an inseparable part of thin film. For example, the epitaxial

STO films requires substrate (bottom electrode) with metallic conductivity and

very similar (or identical) crystallographic structure like La or Nb doped STO.

Such substrates however, should not change their properties and act only a sink

or source of electronic charge. Unfortunately, a different behavior - the RS - was
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found(14, 142).

Thus, the idea to investigate the Fe doped STO single crystal simplifies the

’boundary conditions’ for the interpretation of the origin of RS, especially with

the respect to the I-M transition. The complexity of the interaction found in the

samples exposed to electrical and chemical gradients (or combination of both)

per se requires usage of interdisciplinary techniques like physicochemistry of sur-

face layer and detailed macroscopic characterization. Only such complex stud-

ies allows to present the complementary description of RS in macro- and nano-

scales, and how it is related to the model of undoped STO that is present in the

literature(28, 143). This chapter consist of:

1. Preliminary STO characterization.

2. Single crystals after reduction.

3. Single crystals after oxidation.

The stability of chemical composition, electronic structure and electric trans-

port properties are investigated by a number of techniques: XRD, XRF, XPS,

TOF-SIMS and AFM. The samples used in this work were single crystals of

Verneuil grown STO with several nominal concentrations of iron and defined ori-

entation were obtained from various manufacturers (primarily from CrysTec). It

is also important to mention that this part is heavily based on the article, to

be published by the author titled: ”Inhomogeneity and segregation effect in Fe

doped SrTiO3 single crystals”.

3.1 Preliminary STO characterization

The XRD of as-received crystals showed no additional phases apart from cubic

Pm3̄m phase characteristic for STO structure. The cell parameter was found

to be 0.3904 Åat room temperature and was not dependent on the Fe doping

concentration(144). The chemical analysis by means of XRF revealed that the

main contribution of impurities stems from Ni and Cu for all crystals with sev-

eral dozen ppm, with other impurities well below a few ppm. The samples with

the nominal concentration of 0.13 % at Fe were yellow, while the 0.45 % at Fe

one exhibited a dark brown color. Further optical inspection showed however a

non-uniform coloration for the untreated samples, example of such crystal can be
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Figure 3.1: Fe doped STO sample image - Image of the SrTiO3 single crystal

doped with 0.13 % Fe from a) the optical microscopy and b) XRF technique in the

mapping mode showing the Fe concentration map.

seen in Fig.3.1 a) for the 0.13 % Fe doped STO crystal. The visible differences in

the color in the optical image originates from either: a non-uniform distribution

of iron or different valency state of iron ions. In order to determine the homo-

geneity of iron distribution the XRF measurements in the mapping mode was

performed. The results are visible in the Fig.3.1 b). The Fe concentration varies

by almost an order of magnitude through the distance of tens of microns. The

spatial resolution of the XRF mapping is about 0.2 mm.

Although it was found that the distribution of iron is far from homogeneous,

the agreement between the differently colored regions and the iron concentra-

tion is only partial. Therefore, some of the changes in color of the untreated

sample have to come from different valency state of iron ions. In principle

darker color corresponds to higher oxidation state, which was confirmed by other

authors(45, 46). Moreover, the color of the crystals depends strongly on the ther-

mal or electrical history, for example in a form of electro-coloration, which will

be discussed in more detail in the next chapter. The XPS experiments was also

performed to measure the iron concentration and, what is more important, the

iron valence state. The influence of the Fe doping on the valence band and in-
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3. REDUCTION AND OXIDATION OF THE CRYSTALS

gap states was investigated as well. For the samples with small Fe concentration

analysis of the Fe 2p line and atomic composition calculation was hardly possible

and the analysis had to be concentrated on the sample with the higher Fe content

(0.45 % at).

Figure 3.2: Fe doped STO sample XPS measurement - The XPS result

of STO crystal doped with 0.45 % Fe a) Fe 2p multiplet together with the result

of fitting and b) the valence band photoemission spectra compared to the lower

doping level of 0.13 % Fe.

After the initial UHV annealing step at 300◦C in order to remove the surface

contamination, the calculated Fe/Ti ratio was close to 0.03. Better result was

obtained after the cleaving in UHV, giving the ratio of 0.04, what is very close to

the nominal value. The analysis of the Fe 2p level photoemission from the 0.45 %

Fe crystal presented in Fig.3.2 allows to estimate the iron valency. By compar-

ison to existing XPS data on Fe containing oxides (the Fe doped epitaxial STO

films(83)), the fitted lines are assigned to a mixture of trivalent and divalent iron

ions. One could expect a tetravalent state for an ion centering the octahedron,

however the comparison with the SrFeO3 where Fe is nominally fourvalent(145)

shows substantial differences(43). Nevertheless, the SrFeO3 shows also metallic

conductivity and Fe electronic configuration cannot be treated in a ionic way for

that compound. The Fig.3.2 b) shows a comparison between the valence band

spectra obtained for the crystals doped with 0.13 and 0.45% Fe. The results shows

low photoelectron intensity in the region of the energy gap and the sample with

higher iron concentration exhibits an increased intensity in the region between 1

and 2.5 eV. The effect may be related to higher Fe content and its contribution
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3.1 Preliminary STO characterization

Figure 3.3: Fe doped STO sample electrical behavior - The image from the

a) local conductivity at elevated temperature (250◦C) under vacuum (10−5 mbar)

and b) the Arrhenius plot calculated from the macroscopic resistance measurements

of untreated STO doped with 0.13 % Fe under slightly reduced oxygen partial

pressure (pO2 = 100 mbar).

to the in-gap states as it was found in the Fe doped STO films(83). The Ti 2p

multiplets and the Sr 3d doublet exhibited the same general structure as for an

undoped STO crystal. There was no sign of reduced Ti state. The AFM topogra-

phy for untreated samples exhibits atomic steps, mostly with the 3.9 Åvalue equal

to the unit cell of the STO(146). In the Fig.3.3 a) one can find a typical local

current map for the 0.13% Fe doped sample obtained from the local conductivity

(LC-AFM) measurements at slightly elevated temperatures. Typically, the bright

spots have several orders of magnitude lower resistance than surrounding matrix

and are limited to several nanometers in diameter. As it was already shown(12)

well conducting regions are related to filaments formed along extended defects,

which act as easy diffusion paths for the oxygen. The local stoichiometry of such

extended defect is strongly modified which enables higher conductivity. A similar

behavior was found in many different crystals doped with Fe. The macroscopic

electrical investigation of the untreated sample shows semiconducting behavior,

as can be seen from the temperature dependent measurement in Fig.3.3 b) with

the activation energy calculated from the Arrhenius plot to be equal to 0.91 eV.

This value is slightly lower in comparison with 1.0 eV reported for the undoped

STO crystal(12).
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3. REDUCTION AND OXIDATION OF THE CRYSTALS

3.2 Annealing under reducing conditions

Figure 3.4: AFM measurement during reduction of the Fe doped STO

sample at 125 and 250◦C - The evolution of topography for the STO doped

with 0.13 % after thermal treatment ranging from 125◦C to 1000◦C under ultra

high vacuum conditions (10−10 mbar).

Figure 3.5: AFM measurement during reduction of the Fe doped STO

sample at 500 and 750◦C - The evolution of topography for the STO doped

with 0.13 % after thermal treatment ranging from 125◦C to 1000◦C under ultra

high vacuum conditions (10−10 mbar).

The reduction procedure consist of short annealing under UHV condition

(10−9 mbar) for several temperatures starting from 125◦C to 1000◦C. The AFM

measurements were done in-situ in a way, that sample was first heated up to the

desired temperature for a 15 minutes and then measured (at the room tempera-

ture). The evolution of the topography with the annealing temperature for one of
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3.2 Annealing under reducing conditions

Figure 3.6: AFM measurement during reduction of the Fe doped STO

sample at 750 and 1000◦C - The evolution of topography for the STO doped

with 0.13 % after thermal treatment ranging from 125◦C to 1000◦C under ultra

high vacuum conditions (10−10 mbar).

the samples (with 0.13% Fe) can be found in Fig.3.4, 3.5 and 3.6. One can notice

that there is very little change in the terrace step height or width. This type of

behavior is characteristic to a very short reduction with rapid cooling. At around

750◦C - Fig.3.5 the edges of the terraces become rugged, which is connected with

the surface removal of physi and chemisorbates such as carbohydrates, what was

evident from the effusion experiments. After relatively short time (less than half

an hour) - Fig.3.6 the steps becomes smooth, to finish as homogeneous terraces

with the step height close to 3.9 Åat 1000◦C. The electrical behavior of the sam-

ples after reduction at 1000◦C also changes, as seen in local current map shown

in Fig.3.7 a). The resistance drops by several orders of magnitude to 108 Ω for

bright spots and 1012 Ω for dark spots. Besides the resistance change, one can

notice an interesting conducting patterns along (100) crystallographic direction.

The average distance between the conducting rows is close to 40 nm. This is

unique behavior for the STO doped with Fe and was not observed previously

for undoped strontium titanate crystals, which strongly suggests that conducting

patterns are related to the iron doping.

The electrical conductivity in macroscale (measured by standard 2-point method

under vacuum) shows a metallic like behavior after heating up to 1100◦C and

subsequent cooling below 700◦C. This effect can be explained by taking into ac-

count the theoretical values for oxygen vacancy formation energy, which according

to the ab-initio calculations are Ebulk=8.74 eV and Esurface=6.22 eV(74). The
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3. REDUCTION AND OXIDATION OF THE CRYSTALS

Figure 3.7: Fe doped and reduced STO sample electrical behavior - a)

The current map from conductive AFM experiment (50mV of applied voltage) at

elevated temperature (250◦C) and under vacuum (10−5 mbar) of reduced sample

of STO doped with 0.13 % Fe, b) the insulator-metal transition taken from the

macroscopic measurements of the resistance vs temperature for of the reduced

sample of STO doped with 0.13 % iron upon cooling from 1100◦C.

difference in the oxygen defect formation energy is more than 2 eV, thus it is

energetically favorable for the oxygen to migrate from the surface into the bulk.

The surrounding atmosphere is oxygen-deficient, therefore the surface is further

reduced leading to I-M transition. This observation is in a good agreement with

the titanium oxidation state observed in XPS measurements performed in several

cooling cycles. The changes in both topography and in electrical behavior are

even more pronounced for higher iron concentrations and longer reduction times.

Further investigation of the reduction process extended for a longer period of time

(24 h and 1100◦C) showed, that not only the electrical properties were changing,

but even the crystallographic structure evolved.

For example, the XRD data for higher doped (0.45 % Fe) after extended

reduction is presented in Fig.3.8. It is worth to mention that the results were

obtained in the standard θ − 2θ geometry on the single crystal sample. Apart

from the STO crystal structure several titanium oxides phases(147) were found,

such as Ti2O, Ti2O3 and Ti3O5. The same effect is also clearly visible from the

XPS study as a formation of Ti3+ and Ti2+ states during thermal modification

at reducing atmosphere (pO2 ∼ 10−11 mbar) in-situ - Fig.3.9. On the other hand

broadening of the components of Sr 3d multiplet can be ascribed to formation of

SrO on the surface - Fig.3.10. At the same time Sr/Ti ratio during heating and
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3.2 Annealing under reducing conditions

Figure 3.8: Fe doped and reduced STO sample XRD measurement -

The XRD results of heavily reduced 0.45 %Fe doped STO sample. The additional

phases beside the STO phase are clearly visible.

cooling cycles change considerably as shown in Fig.3.11 a). Even the temperatures

as low as 500◦C are sufficient to modify the top surface of the sample and result in

different Sr/Ti ratios. Moreover the intensity of the Fe 2p multiplet, and thus the

concentration of iron on the sample surface, gradually decreases with annealing

as seen in Fig.3.11 b). This suggest the migration of iron ions from the surface

into the bulk. In order to confirm this effect a depth profiling experiment with

the use of TOF-SIMS was performed. The results show a steady decrease in the

iron concentration starting from the surface and reaching tens of nanometers into

the bulk Fig.3.12 (open points). The 2D images done during the depth profiling

allowed to compose 3D images showing the Fe distribution.

While the as received crystals showed uniform depth distribution of the dopant,

the reduction process greatly influenced the iron distribution showing regions

where the iron content is much higher. Many of those regions formed character-

istic iron-rich filaments most probably related to dislocations aligned along the

(001) direction, what is shown in Fig.3.13 a). Furthermore, the XPS spectra after

the long reduction and 15 minutes oxidation in air was done. As expected, Ti

states with reduced valency were removed as a result of the chemical reconstruc-

tion related with the oxygen uptake. However no Fe was detected on the surface
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3. REDUCTION AND OXIDATION OF THE CRYSTALS

Figure 3.9: XPS measurement of the Ti core lines of Fe doped and

reduced STO - The fit to the XPS Ti 2p core lines of the 0.13 % iron doped STO

sample the during cooling.

Figure 3.10: XPS measurement of the Sr core lines of Fe doped and

reduced STO - The fit to the XPS Sr 3d core lines of the 0.13 % iron doped STO

sample during heating.
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3.2 Annealing under reducing conditions

Figure 3.11: XPS measurement of the Fe core lines of Fe doped and

reduced STO - The XPS results of the 0.13 % iron doped STO sample: a) the

Sr/Ti ratio during subsequent heating and cooling cycles marked as I and II, b)

the Fe/Ti ratio during one cycle of heating end cooling. The arrows indicate the

direction of the temperature cycle.

as the iron distribution does not seem to be affected by the re-oxidation process.

The re-oxidation was also performed with the use of oxygen isotope to measure

the uptake of oxygen into the lattice. Samples reduced under high-vacuum condi-

tions were subjected in-situ to an 18O enriched atmosphere (97.26 % at 50 mbar)

and then the depth profiles were performed.

Since the extended defects, such as dislocations, provide easy diffusion paths

for oxygen, the obtained SIMS profiles are characteristic to the enhanced diffusion

(pipe diffusion). The same experiment was repeated for several crystals, with

changing incorporation temperature. The resulting graph is shown in Fig.3.13

b). Next, the data was fitted to the Arrhenius equation and the activation energy

for the oxygen migration was calculated to be Ea=1.1 eV. This energy is in good

agreement with the literature(148). All the observed changes are reflected in

the measurements of other physical parameters, such as the surface topography

and the local conductivity. For example the morphology of 0.45 % doped STO

after prolonged reduction shows elongated, crystal-like shapes as seen in Fig.3.14

a), while the local conductivity image shows features, which are similar to the

conducting lines found in 0.13 % Fe doped sample.

Yet, contrary to perfectly aligned conducting lines in 0.13% Fe doped sample,

currently observed features exhibit a direction distribution with a few degree
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3. REDUCTION AND OXIDATION OF THE CRYSTALS

Figure 3.12: Fe doped and reduced STO sample TOF-SIMS measure-

ment - profile - TOF-SIMS depth profiles for Fe doped STO single crystal after

the reduction at 1100 ◦C (black points, scale on the right) and after oxidation at

1100◦C (red points, scale on the left).

Figure 3.13: Fe doped and reduced STO sample TOF-SIMS measure-

ment - image - TOF-SIMS results for Fe doped STO single crystal after the

reduction at 1100 ◦C: a) the 2D slice from the 3D measurement showing FeO con-

centration in the plain perpendicular to the surface and b) the Arrhenius plot of

the oxygen migration measured with the use of depth profiling experiments and
18O as a tracer.
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3.3 Annealing in oxidizing conditions

Figure 3.14: Fe doped and reduced STO sample LC-AFM measurement

- The results from the LC-AFM for the reduced sample of STO doped with 0.45 %

iron: a) the local conductivity measured with 500 mV bias along with the topog-

raphy (inset), and b) the current-voltage (I-V) curves showing clear RS behavior

(top).

spread. To have better insight into their structure, a series of magnifications

along with electrical measurements was performed. The results showed that each

line is in fact formed of conducting spots in the sizes ranging from several to

tens of nanometers in diameter, and what is more important, they exhibit RS

phenomena - Fig.3.14 b). In comparison, the regions between the conducting

lines are insulating and do not show any RS behavior. It can be concluded that

the SIMS depth profiles of the reduced crystals and photoemission studies show

that Fe ions become very mobile at the temperature of about 700◦C. Thermal

treatment of the Fe doped crystals leads to a strong topographical, electrical and

chemical modification of the crystal surface and the layers close to the surface.

3.3 Annealing in oxidizing conditions

For this experiments a number samples were oxidized at 1100◦C and 200 mbar

O2 atmosphere. The strong reconstruction of the crystal surface was found ac-

companied with the formation of at least two new phases. Typical topography

of 0.45 % doped sample after oxidation can be found in the Fig.3.15 a). As one
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3. REDUCTION AND OXIDATION OF THE CRYSTALS

Figure 3.15: AFM measurement of Fe doped and oxidized STO sample.

- The AFM results for the Fe doped STO crystal after oxidation: a) and b) the

images of topography for two regions and c) the normal force image obtained in

order to clearly show the formation of nanometer-sized crystals of SrO.

could expect, the surface of the STO after oxidation is insulating. No contrast

in the AFM resistivity map was recorded, thus the current was lower than the

equipment noise level of approximately 700 fA. This allows us to estimate the

lower value for the sample resistivity for 1.4×1013 Ω. One can notice a number of

additional features (colored blue). The flat part of the topography - Fig.3.15 b)

shows crystalline structure with the RMS parameter close to 4 nm. The magnifi-

cation of one of the region on the crystal presented in the Fig.3.15 c) shows, that

the observed objects are in fact small crystals with (or close to) cubic symme-

try. The formation of such crystals was already found in the undoped STO, and

connected to the formation of SrO phase(149). Contrary to the effects of reduc-

tion under UHV, oxidation leads to the increase of the Sr concentration on the

surface and relative increase of the Fe content with respect to Ti as can be seen

from depth profiles - Fig.3.12. To additionally confirm the results, the surface

composition was investigated by the TOF-SIMS 2D maps. The results presented

in Fig.3.16 show relatively strong differences in the chemical composition with

good correlation between the Ti rich (red color) and Fe rich (blue color) regions.

This effect is especially well visible on the overlay presented in Fig.3.16 d), where

the purple color corresponds to a mixture of red and blue. This can indicate a

selective segregation of iron into titanium oxides. On the other hand, the Sr rich
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regions (green color) show anti-correlation with Ti and Fe, but still remains in the

close vicinity of the Ti rich regions. This suggest the chemical decomposition of

the surface under the influence of the oxidizing conditions and high temperature.

Figure 3.16: Fe doped and oxidized STO sample TOF-SIMS measure-

ment - The 2D ToF-SIMS chemical composition maps of the Fe doped STO crystal

after oxidation at 1100◦C. The different colors correspond to: a) titanium, b) iron,

c) strontium and d) overlay of Ti, Fe and Sr signals as indicated by the colors.

3.4 Conclusions

This chapter focused on the investigation of the STO single crystals doped with

iron under the influence of the temperature and red-ox conditions. Preliminary

characterization showed, that all investigated crystals (up to 0.45 % Fe) exhib-

ited a non-uniform Fe distribution. The macroscopic XRF studies demonstrated

a surprisingly high level of Fe concentration variation, which can be related to
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3. REDUCTION AND OXIDATION OF THE CRYSTALS

the growth process by the Verneuil method with relatively high growth rate. At

the microscopic level, the AFM resistivity maps showed stripe-like conducting

structures, which are unique for the Fe doped STO system. This features are

qualitatively different from the isolated conducting spots, that were found to

responsible for RS behavior in the undoped STO(12). While the origin of the

conducting stripes is unknown, their formation can be connected to the agglom-

eration of the complexes of Fe ions and oxygen vacancies at a small scale. What

is more, the regularity (self organization) of the conducting stripes can be in-

teresting for applications. The XPS data showed the existence of divalent and

trivalent valence state of Fe, in agreement with the recent data for heavily doped

STO epitaxial films (up to 5 % Fe)(150). The discrepancy between the results

from this work and the literature, where the iron is typically at 3+ and 4+ oxi-

dation state, can be explained by a strong association of iron to oxygen vacancies.

Furthermore, the temperature dependent studies performed in a wide range,

showed the strong chemical surface instability of the studied crystals. Formation

of new phases and separation of Ti(Fe) and Sr containing oxides was found for

the samples oxidized at 1100◦C, while reduction under vacuum led to a dramatic

decrease of Fe content in the vicinity of the surface. Additionally, the Fe agglom-

eration suggests that the Fe ions are highly mobile at temperatures above 700
◦C. While the main driving force responsible for diffusion is the chemical gradi-

ent, the path for the transport of both cations and anions must be provided by

the easy diffusion paths - the extended defects. Moreover, the Fe rich filament

structure was found for the first time, which was shown to be connected with

the presence of the oxygen vacancies(150). Therefore one could expect that the

extended defects found in the Fe doped STO single crystals, could be marked by

the Fe ions.
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4

Electrodegradation experiments

In the previous chapter, the behavior of the Fe doped STO crystals under the

influence of high temperature and red-ox conditions was investigated. The re-

sults showed, that the stability of chemical composition, electronic structure and

electric transport properties are very susceptible on the external stimuli. In this

chapter, the effect of different stimulus - the electric field - is being investigated.

The best example for the range of substantial changes that the STO crystals over-

comes under electrical stress is the RS phenomenon itself(6, 12). It shows, that

even small changes in the applied electrical field can lead to a large (at least 3

orders of magnitude) changes in the electrical conductivity. It is also known that

the origin of the RS in pure STO is the I-M transition(12). The I-M transition

in perovskites originates from the difference in the oxygen vacancy concentra-

tion along the network of extended defects(151). The extended defect can act

as an easy diffusion paths enhancing ionic conductivity by at least several orders

of magnitude, therefore even moderate thermal treatment under reducing con-

ditions can introduce sufficient oxygen vacancies for the I-M transition(28, 101).

The I-M transition can be also induced by the electric field. In fact it has been

known for over 50 years that that the dc-voltage stress increases the conductivity

of STO single crystals(152). This was termed as a electroreduction and was ob-

served in many perovskites(151, 153). The electroreduction in STO is typically

connected with the electro-coloration phenomena, which was extensively investi-

gated by Waser and co-workers(154). Their experiments on the Al, Ni and Fe

doped STO single crystals led them to formulate interesting conclusions:

1. In the case of Fe-doped STO, the conductivity increase during the elec-

trodegradation process depends strongly on the iron concentration and was
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found to be much higher for lower Fe concentrations.

2. Electro-migration of oxygen vacancies and the difference in their concentra-

tion in the crystal is the basis for the electro-coloration phenomena.

3. The oxygen partial pressure of the ambient atmosphere has no influence on

the electro-coloration (electro-degradation) process.

Consequently, the quantitative model for resistance degradation was estab-

lished on the basis of the point defect chemistry and transport equations(33).

This model proved to be very reliable in several cases, such as the calculation of

temperature-dependent ambipolar diffusion coefficients(155) or the conductivity

profiles after after dc stress in iron-doped STO. In general the satisfactory agree-

ment with the previously reported data can be found, although the RS behavior

and the formation of bubbles under the electrode after electro-coloration showed

that in fact the STO crystal is an open system and there is a significant exchange

of oxygen with the surrounding atmosphere. Nevertheless other, more basic, dis-

crepancies in the understanding and the interpretation of the STO physics and

chemistry can be found. But one has to remember, that the defect chemistry is in

fact a statistical approach which assumes that the defects are non-interacting and

distributed randomly. What is more, is that the measurements and the great suc-

cess of the defect chemistry originated from experimental measurements in macro

scale. On the other hand, the nanoscale experiments reveal different, more com-

plex world. The defects interacts with each other and forms a extended defects,

which interact and governs macroscopic behavior of the crystal. In this world, the

crystal acts just as a matrix for the most interesting nono-scale behavior. One

can not treat the whole crystal as homogeneous sample any longer, since it is the

small scale behavior that influence the behavior of the sample in macro scale. For

example, in all previous electro-coloration experiments, the electrodes were either

sputtered or attached to the sides of the investigated samples. Those are not very

favorable conditions, since it was shown that the density of dislocations depends

on the distance from the surface and is higher in the actual surface compared to

the bulk(57). As a results, the defect concentration close to the surface can be

several orders of magnitude higher than in the bulk, and can increase close to

the edge of the crystal. Therefore, in this work a different electrode geometry is

proposed (modified Valdes method).
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4.1 Sample preparation

In this chapter the results of the electro-coloration of the STO crystals will be

presented. The sample used in this work were Verneuil grown STO with 0.06 %

at and 0.13 % at of iron from various manufacturers (primarily from CrysTec).

The samples were electroreduced at low pressure (10−8 mbar) and elevated tem-

perature (250◦C) using a DC voltage of 200 V. The electrical behavior with the

focus on the RS phenomena was investigated during the electro-coloration exper-

iments. What is more the evolution of the color front was observed and the AFM

measurement of the oxygen bubbles trapped under the electrode was performed.

It is also important to mention that this chapter is heavily based on the article

written by the author titled: Electro-degradation and resistive switching of Fe

doped STO single crystal(156).

4.1 Sample preparation

The Verneuil-grown single crystals of STO doped with 0.06 % Fe and 0.13 %

Fe were cut into 10 × 10 × 0.5 mm3 samples and epi-polished from both sides

((100) orientation - CrysTec, Berlin). Platinum electrodes with diameters of 1.0

mm (anode and cathode) and 0.3 mm (inner electrodes) were formed on top of the

crystals. In the case of 0.06% Fe doped sample the 20 nm thick Pt electrodes were

sputtered and in the case of 0.13% Fe doped sample the electrodes were attached

using high-purity Pt paste. The electroreduction procedure was performed at

a temperature of ∼ 250◦C under a low pressure of 10−8 mbar. The positive

dc voltage was applied to one of the anodes with current compliance set to 10

mA (100 mA at further stages). During electroreduction, the potential drop was

measured for all electrodes at all times.

4.2 Electro-coloration

Qualitatively, results for the samples with different doping were very similar,

although the sample with lower iron concentration were formed significantly faster

the color front emerged in a few minutes compared to several days for the sample

with higher iron content. Therefore most of the results presented here are for the

sample with lower iron content (0.06 %). The color of the as-received crystal was

slightly brownish due to the Fe doping - Fig.4.1 a).

The experiment was started by first heating the sample to 250◦ C and then

applying the maximum available voltage of 200 V with the current compliance
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Figure 4.1: Electro-coloration process - part1 - Optical microscope images of

electro-coloration process versus time: a) 0, b) 240, c) 360, d) 420, e) 520, f) 630,

g) 800, h) 960 seconds. Experiment conditions: temperature ∼ 250◦C, pressure

10−8 mbar, voltage 200 V, current compliance 10 mA. The bottom electrode is the

anode, while the top is the cathode.

set to 10 mA. At the same time, measurement of the electrical behavior versus

time was started. The first 1000 s (approximately 16 min) of electrical behavior

can be seen in Fig.4.2. It is worth mentioning that the initial resistivity of the

sample was roughly equal to 10MΩ (taken from the first measured value after 5

ms of the experiment) and decreased quickly with time. The resistivity decrease

can be seen from the behavior of the total current flowing through the sample

(onset of Fig.4.2), which increased by roughly 3 orders of magnitude during the

first 200 s to the value limited by the current compliance.

The qualitative explanation of the electro-coloration process includes the fact

that under the experimental conditions used in this work (temperature close to

250◦C) only the oxygen vacancies are considered to be mobile and the main point

defects in the STO lattice are the Schottky defects(157). Therefore, the electric

field causes the movement of charged particles in such a way that the positively

charged oxygen vacancies [V ··O ] drift to the negatively charged cathode(153). The

existence of a path consisting of oxygen vacancies after the electrical stress (known

as electroformation) was also shown in chromium-doped STO by X-ray absorp-

tion near-edge spectroscopy experiments(102). Simultaneously, a voltage drop
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4.2 Electro-coloration

Figure 4.2: Electric measurements - Electric behavior during electroformation

recorded separately for anode, cathode and middle of the crystal.

was observed across the different parts of the crystal and directly correlated with

the oxygen vacancy concentration in the crystal in the following manner: increase

(accumulation) of oxygen vacancy concentration at the cathode decreases its re-

sistivity, while the opposite process is observed at the anode (Fig.4.2). At the

same time, optical characterization showed that the two differently colored regions

started to grow and moved towards each other until they touched. Next, the two

regions grew covering the entire sample volume - Fig.4.1 b) - h). The details of the

dark front movement along with the corresponding voltage drop can be found in

Table.4.1. It was shown that the observed colors are characteristic of the reduced

and oxidized forms of the iron in a Fe-doped STO single crystal(153, 158). The

dark color around the anode originates from the presence of Fe4+, while the light

yellow color around the cathode originates from the iron at lower oxidation states

Fe3+(45). More recent examinations by electron paramagnetic resonance, Raman

scattering and X-ray absorption of a very similar system - electroreduced 0.2 %

wt Fe doped STO single crystal revealed more detailed characteristics, namely

the presence of cubic Fe3+ centers with part of axial Fe3+ − [V ··O ] in the cathodic

region and predominance of Fe4+ in the anodic region(46). The general shape of

the color boundary (front) emerging from the electrodes is consistent with the

finite element calculations of the in-plane and out-of-plane electric field potential

presented in Fig.4.3. The calculations assumed homogeneous conductivity of the
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material.

Figure 4.3: 3D electric potential distribution - 3D view of the electric field

potential in the case of two round electrodes on top of the rectangular sample.

It can be seen, that in the first several hundred seconds of electro-coloration

the color front becomes jagged with characteristic fingers - Fig.4.1 b), c) and

d). The observed inhomogeneity is the result of the existence of easy diffusion

paths, which enhance the ionic transport. An additional example of enhanced

ionic conductivity can be found in Fig.4.1 h), where a small disturbance close

to the very edge of the crystal can be seen (left side). The bright color there

advances further down than in any other part of the crystal at this time. One

can easily correlate this with the fact that the surface (or in this case edge) of

the crystal has a higher density of defects than the bulk(57), which will increase

the migration speed of the oxygen ions.

4.3 Oxygen migration

With the longer experimental times (up to 100 h), reduced region expands into

the oxidized one as seen in Fig.4.6. This could be explained by the fact, that the

ionic current is not completely blocked by the anode and by the crystal surface,

and a substantial amount of oxygen is released. Since the oxygen can be released

only in the region with a high positive electric field (anode), some changes in the

anode are to be expected. The optical investigation of the anode material showed

some topographic features, which are very similar to a bubbles - Fig.4.5 b) and
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4.3 Oxygen migration

Time Dark front Voltage drop

(s) distance (mm) across anode (V)

240 1.81 178.5

360 1.78 192.8

420 1.64 193.8

520 1.63 194.9

630 1.63 195.6

800 1.63 196.3

960 1.60 196.8

Table 4.1: Distance (measured on the line between anode and cathode) taken

from the electro-coloration images along with the voltage drop corresponding to

the region (anode) versus time.

c). One can assume, that the pressure of the oxygen was sufficient to deform

the platinum electrode. There are other examples of similar features in various

references(12, 159). Additionally, a nice example of filamentary transfer can be

found in the sample after electro-coloration, namely the formation of stripes fol-

lowing the [100] and [010] directions emerging from the anode and propagating

towards the cathode - in Fig.4.5 b).

The detailed characterization of the bubble geometry by the AFM allows to

approximately calculate the pressure necessary for the formation of such bubble.

For the calculations, the analytical solution for the bending of an uniformly loaded

plate with a radius of a clamped at the edges was used(160):

h =
P0a

4

64D
(4.1)

, where h is the average bubble height, P0 is the pressure of oxygen inside the

bubble. The assumed geometry in the model is presented in Fig.4.4. D is flexural

rigidity given by:

D =
Es3

12(1− v2)
(4.2)

,where s is the plate thickness, E is the Youngs modulus of the plate material

and v is the Poisson ratio of the plate material.
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4. ELECTRODEGRADATION EXPERIMENTS

Figure 4.4: Model of a oxygen bubble geometry - Bubble geometry along

with the description for the oxygen pressure calculations.

Taking the data from(161) for the mechanical properties of thin platinum

films and data from AFM measurements, it was possible to calculate the aver-

age oxygen pressure inside the bubble to be equal to 6.91 · 107 Pa. Combining

this information with the average volume of the bubble and the temperature

during the experiment, the approximate number of oxygen ions trapped in the

bubble was possible to estimate. Additionally, the equation of state given by the

Redlich-Kwong equation of state modified by the Soave equation of state(162)

with the critical parameters for the oxygen taken from the literature(163) was

used to obtain the approximate value of n = 2.0 · 108 per bubble. The optical

microscopy shows approximately 105 bubbles in the anode area, thus the esti-

mate total amount of oxygen released under the anode electrode during electro-

coloration was close to 2 · 1013 (1014 cm−3 in terms of volume). It must be kept

in mind, that this value is the lower limit for the amount of released oxygen due

to the partial transparency of the platinum films(164) or the fact that not all

released oxygen could be trapped under the electrode. Although the obtained

value cannot be compared directly to other types of measurements, one can try

to place it in the context of the oxygen release under the high vacuum condition

and elevated temperature in effusion experiments. In the case of undoped STO,

the value of 3 ·1014 cm−3 was reported(28), which is very close to result from this

work. On the other hand, one cannot be sure that this amount of oxygen was

in fact completely removed from the crystal; it could be possible that without

electric field part of oxygen trapped inside the bubbles was incorporated back

into the crystal.
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4.3 Oxygen migration

Figure 4.5: Sample view after electro-coloration - Images from the optical

microscope (phase contrast) showing the sample after electro-coloration: a) in the

cathode region, b) in the anode region, c) magnification of the anode region.
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4. ELECTRODEGRADATION EXPERIMENTS

Figure 4.6: Electro-coloration process - part2 - Optical microscope images

of electro-coloration process versus time: a) 1.5, b) 3.0, c) 4.5, d) 20, e) 50, f)

60, g) 80, h) 100 hours. Experimental conditions: temperature ∼ 250◦C, pressure

10−8 mbar, voltage 200 V, current compliance 100 mA. The bottom electrode is

the anode, while the top is the cathode.

4.4 Extended electroreduction

The electro-coloration experiment was extended for several tens of hours and the

temperature measurement were performed after certain time intervals. At the

20th hour of the experiment, all parts of the sample displayed semiconducting

behavior - Fig.4.7 a). The total resistivity at room temperature decreased to

4 kΩ. After the next 60 hours, the resistivity dropped further to 100 Ω as seen

in Fig.4.7 b). The electrical behavior of the electrodes and the interior of the

sample changed from semiconducting to metallic behavior. The experiment was

continued for a total time of 100 h resulting in the resistivity decreasing to 50 Ω

at room temperature. The changes in electrical behavior can be correlated with

color changes as seen in Fig.4.6 d), g), h). During prolonged electroreduction,

slightly new color with blurred edges emerged from between the electrodes, slowly

expanding to the whole sample. The dark region of oxidized STO as well as the

bright yellow color of the reduced STO shrank leaving a uniformly colored sample

after 80 h - Fig.4.6 g). Judging from the electrical measurements and from the

fact that the new color emerged from the region between the anode and cathode,
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4.5 Resistive switching

where the oxygen vacancy concentration is highest(102), one can conclude that it

originates from the high electron concentration (compensating high [V ··O ] concen-

tration). This is consistent with the fact, that thermally reduced samples are also

much darker than before reduction and that during our experiment the oxygen

was continuously removed both by electric field and thermal reduction (substan-

tial Joule heating at reducing atmosphere of 10−8 mbar). After approximately

100 h of the experiment the optical images of the sample were made - Fig.4.6 h).

The edges of the crystal became brighter, again beginning from the region with

the highest defect concentration (edge). Looking closely at the temperature mea-

surements, indications of resistive switching phenomena can be found - Fig.4.7

b) and more clearly in c).

The rapid jumps in the resistivity, observed only near the anode, are related

to switching between the on and off states by the conducting filaments. When

the measurement was made, the system was far from equilibrium, therefore the

removal of oxygen due to the electric field was countered by the migration of

oxygen from the bulk through the network of extended defects, causing observable

random changes in the conductivity.

4.5 Resistive switching

To confirm the RS behavior, the voltage-current (V-I) characteristics were recorded

at different partial pressures - Fig.4.8. The RS hysteresis is clearly visible. What

is interesting, is that RS is limited to the bulk and the anode, while there is

no hysteresis at the cathode. It can be explained by the existence of very high

concentration of oxygen vacancies at the cathode, which prevents the switching

and the cathode is always in the on (low resistance) state. What is more, one

can notice that there is some evolution in the RS behavior, namely some time is

needed to reach stable switching. The switching curves always start from the low

resistivity, to gradually reach lower resistivity switching curve.

The electroreduction experiment showed, that the oxygen can be easily re-

moved from the crystal by the electric field. Thus, the Fe doped STO can be

considered an open system in terms of oxygen exchange with the surrounding

atmosphere. Consequently, one could predicted that by increasing the oxygen

partial pressure in the experimental chamber, the overall resistivity of the system

should increase. Naturally, the RS behavior should be also influenced. Indeed,
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4. ELECTRODEGRADATION EXPERIMENTS

Figure 4.7: Electric measurements during electro-coloration - Electrical

behavior of the sample as a function of temperature at different times of the electro-

coloration experiment after: a) 20, b) 80 and c) 100 hours of electro-coloration.
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4.5 Resistive switching

this behavior was confirmed by the experiment, as the increase of oxygen pressure

to 10−1 mbar was clearly visible in Fig.4.8. The observed changes were almost

instantaneous, indicating that the process of incorporating the atmospheric oxy-

gen into the lattice (bulk) is very fast. The oxygen bulk diffusion coefficient for

STO is to small to explain this changes(165), therefore this experiment can serve

as additional confirmation for the existence of fast diffusion paths.

Finally, the samples were transported ex situ into the UHV AFM/STM sys-

tem. During this process, due to re-oxidation at ambient atmosphere, the color

further changed as visible in Fig.4.9 d). The brownish/yellow color observed in

the virgin sample was partially restored at the sample edges. The LC-AFM ex-

periments performed in different regions are consistent with the previous results.

The voltage applied to the conducting tip was set to -3 V for all measurements.

The topography and the local conductivity maps are presented in Fig.4.9 a), b)

and c). One can notice there are no significant changes in the sample topography,

however the local conductivity exhibits significant differences. The cathode and

the interior regions are well conducting, showing a large number of conducting

spots with a diameter of 10 - 12 nm.

Those features were already observed and connected with the presence of the

extended defects(12). At the same time the region close to the anode region is

poorly conducting. Next the I-V curves were recorded by moving the AFM tip to

one point and sweep the voltage. Such procedure was done in many points with

various parameters, and the typical result is presented in the Fig.4.9. One can

notice a clear RS behavior in all regions. What is interesting, that the I-V curves

shows almost identical RS behavior both in I-V curve shape and the values. The

threshold voltage above which the current rises significantly was found to be close

to 3 V for both voltage polarities. However, there is significant difference in the

smoothness of the curves: the current flowing through the cathode and the interior

is somehow rugged, while the signal from the anode is rather smooth. The possible

explanation for the phenomena comes from the fact, that the reduced parts of the

sample (cathode, interior) were re-oxidize in the ambient atmosphere, while no

additional oxidation could occur on the already oxygen-rich region (anode). The

oxygen partially ’fill’ the extended defect network, and when the external electric

field is applied, the different ’branches’ of the network will spontaneously switch

from the insulating to conducting. Naturally in macro scale such ’branches’ would
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4. ELECTRODEGRADATION EXPERIMENTS

average over a large number and disappear from the measurements. In the nano-

scale however, the measured resistivity should depend on how many of them are

’on’ or ’off’. Of course a larger effect of electric field will change the oxygen

(and the oxygen vacancy) concentration leading the the visible RS behavior.

Additionally, the current flow will locally increase the temperature which would

increase the oxygen migration. Consequently the anode region do not exhibit

sharp jumps of the conductivity, since the concentration of oxygen ions is very

large, and only the effect of collective movement of oxygen ions under the electric

field is present.

4.6 Conclusions

The results shows the possibility of the electrical stimuli to induce the metal-

insulator transition in a single crystal of strontium titanate doped with iron.

Moreover, the dynamic of the I-M transition, combined with the formation of

macro-scale streaks between the electrodes during the electroformation and nano-

scale inhomogeneous conductivity on the surface, indicate the existence of fast ion

transport paths (filaments) and the network of extended defects. The question

concerning the exact nature of the enhanced ion transport, namely if the ions

(oxygen vacancy) mobility is increased due to the lower symmetry in extended

defects compared to the volume or if the fast transport may be caused by a lo-

cal thermal excitation (regarding a filament as a ’heating rod’ due to the higher

electronic conductivity along extended defects) is a matter of scientific discus-

sion. However the experiments showing fast re-introduction of the oxygen from

the atmosphere observed as a rapid changes in the electrical behavior at room

temperature, are in favor of the fast diffusion paths trough the extended defect

network. The electro-coloration experiment demonstrated a strong connection

between the evolution of the color front and the electrical properties of the in-

vestigated crystal. The RS behavior was also clearly shown, both on the large

and small scale. Additionally, calculations of the total amount of oxygen removed

from the crystal were performed, based on the formation of oxygen bubbles under

the platinum electrode.
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Figure 4.8: Resistive switching of STO - The voltage-current characteristics

after electroreduction. The total resistivity was measured between the anode and

cathode, while the bulk contribution was measured between the inner electrodes.
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4. ELECTRODEGRADATION EXPERIMENTS

Figure 4.9: AFM measurements after electro-coloration - LC-AFM mea-

surements of the sample after electroreduction. The topography and local conduc-

tivity maps for: a) cathode, b) interior, c) anode are presented. Optical image

of the sample after electroreduction and re-oxidation in ambient atmosphere - d).

The RS behavior of different components measured by the conducting tip - e).
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Thin films of Fe doped SrTiO3

While this work is focused mainly on the physics and the chemistry of iron doped

STO single crystals, the applicative character of STO is also worth investigating.

Unfortunately, the single crystals are not suitable for the implementation, mostly

due to the high production costs. Therefore the idea of the thin films of iron doped

STO fabrication emerged. Among other applications the RRAM is especially

interesting, due to its non-volatile character and simplicity of use. Naturally the

new type of memory has to posses a substantial advantages in comparison to

the other types of memory, and in fact first RRAM possess high switching speeds

and endurance, low energy consumption, good reproducibility and scalability, and

finally the high density. Besides the Fe doped STO, several other RS oxides were

proposed for the RRAM devices:

• binary systems: NiO(166), TiO(101), CoO(167), CuO and Fe2O3(168),

• ternary systems: SrTiO3, SrZrO3(11),

• quaternary systems: Cr-SrTiO3(102) and Nb-SrTiO3(14)

• quinary systems: LaCaMnO3 and Pr1−xLaxCaMnO3(11).

Nevertheless, the Fe doped STO offers some advantages mentioned in the

Chapter 1 and the thin film results can be related to, already obtained, single

crystal data. Thus, this chapter focuses on the effect of the Fe doping (0, 1, 2 and

5 % at) on the surface properties (topography/local conductivity), electrical be-

havior (activation energy and band gap) and switching properties of thin films of

Fe doped STO. Several techniques were implemented, such as: LC-AFM (current-

voltage RS curves, conducting spot density statistic, measurement of activation
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5. THIN FILMS OF FE DOPED SRTIO3

energy), XPS (oxidation states, valence band gap) and TOF-SIMS (distribution

of the elements in micro- and nano- scales). Additionally, the MS and the mag-

netic measurements were applied in order to obtain additional information about

iron distribution in the STO matrix.

5.1 Sample preparation

The typical RRAM memory cell is formed of a RS material (STO) sandwiched

between the metallic electrodes. To simulate this geometry, the thin film samples

were grown on the conducting substrate (STO doped with Nd), while the con-

ducting tip of the AFM plays the role of second electrode. Nowadays a common

approach for the good quality oxide thin film growth is Pulsed Laser Deposition

(PLD) technique(169). It is relatively young preparation technique - the first

experiments in laser deposition were carried out in the 1960s. During the 1970s

and 1980s scientific interests in this technique was rather low, to finally take off

in the late 1980s, after its success in growing in situ epitaxial high temperature

superconducting films(170). The schematic of PLD is shown if Fig.5.1. The high

energy laser working in a pulse mode is focused onto a target of the material to

be deposited. With each laser pulse the small amount of the material is vaporized

(ablated) and ejected from the target forming characteristic plume. The ablation

plume provides the material flux for film growth. The PLD is specially interesting

due to the fact that the material from the target, in many cases, is transported in

a stoichiometric form. This ability originates from the non-equilibrium nature of

the ablation process, where the high density of energy is absorbed by relatively

small amount of target material. Depending on the energy that is absorbed by

the target, one can distinguish three cases:

• low laser fluence (low absorption) - in region the laser will just heat the

target causing evaporation of the material,

• medium laser fluence - the laser energy absorotpion is higher than the

threshold for evaporation,

• high laser fluence (high absorption) - high energy density is absorbed caus-

ing formation of plasma plum.
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5.1 Sample preparation

Figure 5.1: PLD - schematic - Schematic diagram of a pulsed-laser deposition

system

The high absorption range the vaporization is not dependent on the vapor

pressures of the constituent cations or sub-oxides. This is beneficial for the PLD

technique, however such conditions requires a short duration of laser pulse, high

energy density and high absorption. To meet this requirements, short wavelength

lasers operating in the ultraviolet are used; typically excimer lasers operating

at 193, 248, or 308 nm with pulse width of tens of nanoseconds and a laser

pulse energy of several hundred mJ. The amount of the deposited material with

each pulse depends on various factors, such as the background pressure, laser

energy, target absorption coefficient and target-sample separation. Moreover the

PLD technique provides several features that are desirable in the thin oxide films

production:

1. It is possible to precisely control the growth process to the atomic level

maintaining high deposition rates up to 100 Å(171).

2. The PLD technique can work effectively in large range of the background

pressures, starting from the UHV to approximately 100 Pa(172). This is

specially suitable for the oxide thin film production for two major reasons.

First, in the production process an oxidizing agent is required (e.g. molec-

ular oxygen) to allow the ablated cations and molecular oxygen to react.

Second, in some applications the reduce of the kinetic energy of ablated

species is necessary, which depends on the PLD chamber background pres-

sure. Such moderation is necessary, since the plum can produce species
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relatively high kinetic energies (up to 100 eV), which is sufficient to create

defects in growing films.

3. The deposition using PLD is possible using either single or multiple targets.

There is no specific requirement for the form (single crystal - ceramics), as

long as the material possess a high optical absorption coefficient at the

laser wavelength. What is more, the phase of the target does not need to

be identical to the desired film, only the cation stoichiometry has to be. One

has to keep in mind that the plum geometry and the thickness distribution

is in general non-linear and that the material distribution depends strongly

on both the laser (laser fluence, intensity profile, laser spot aspect ratio)

and on the target (lasertarget interaction, physical properties) parameters.

There are also disadvantages of the PLD process. One of them is the possi-

bility to eject micro sized particles, which can cause a island growth and are the

source of strains and defects in newly deposited films. To avoid this problem, high

density targets, velocity filters(173), off-axis laser deposition(174) or line-of-sight

shadow masks(175) were implemented.

In this work, several samples of 20 nm thick Fe-doped STO with 0, 1, 2 and

5 % at concentrations were grown. Additionally, sample of 5 % Fe doped STO

with 100 nm thickness was prepared for more bulk-sensitive techniques. To ensure

the homoepitaxial growth the substrate was chosen to be Nb-doped STO single

crystals (0.5 % at niobium concentration). As the ablation laser the KrF excimer

laser 248 nm was used. Other parameters were set to: laser energy density 1.55

Jcm−2, repetition rate of 5 Hz, deposition temperature 700◦C and oxygen partial

pressure of 0.25 mbar. It is necessary to mention that all samples were prepared

by the Christian Lenser, who worked (at the time) in the Peter Grnberg Institute

(PGI-7) Jlich. Prior to the measurements done under UHV conditions (10−9 -

10−10 Torr) the samples were heated to 300◦C for the duration of 0.5 h in order

to remove most of the physi- and chemi- sorbates from the surface.

5.2 Surface crystallography

The effect of the Fe-doping was investigated by the XRD technique, showing the

crystal structure identical to the single crystal one. The cell parameters were also

very close, however the the elongation in the c-axis with increasing Fe content
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was found. The specific reflection of (002) was chosen to show the changes in

the c-axis - Fig.5.2. The observed changes were most probably a result of the in-

creasing point defects (and related extended defects) concentrations. Additional

investigation by the LEED yielded 4-fold symmetry and P(1×1) structure, char-

acteristic for (100) STO surface. No additional reflections were spotted, thus

good quality STO surface was confirmed. Representative LEED patterns for a

0, 1 and 2 % doped samples are presented in the Fig.5.3. One can notice, that

higher iron concentration influences diffraction spots sharpness - Fig.5.3 b) or the

overall intensity - Fig.5.3 c). One can conclude, that larger Fe doping introduces

higher quantity of structural defects (point and extended defects).

5.3 Surface composition

To measure the surface composition a high-resolution TOF-SIMS images were

recorded. No major chemical inhomogeneities were found, besides the occasional

micro-meter size inclusions. Those inclusion can originate either from the sub-

strate itself or from the PLD technique, as mentioned in the sample preparation

section. In-plane distribution of strontium, titanium and iron in the micro meter

scale is presented in the Fig.5.4. Besides the Sr, Ti and O, trace amount of Na

or Cl were found, which is a typical surface contamination. What is interesting

some amount of Nd was also found. The only possible explanation is that it

migrated from the substrate during thin film production. The investigation in

smaller scales (2 µm × 2 µm) with the resolution of around 100 nm also showed

no signs of in-plane inhomogeneities - Fig.5.5. All measured samples exhibited

very similar properties, thus most of the results presented in this section comes

from the sample with the highest doping.

The depth profile was also performed and the results were recalculated using

tabulated values for the sputtering ions (sputtering energy of 0.5 keV) and the

ion yields of measured elements(176). One can notice a small modulation of the

titanium to strontium content, with the ratio of Ti/Sr close to 1 - Fig.5.4 d). The

initial increase in the Ti concentration was very similar to the case of STO single

crystals reduced in vacuum(149). Iron content showed constant decrease through

the film thickness (around three times the starting concentration), while the con-

centration close to the surface was determined to be very close to the nominal

one. A small increase at the interface between the substrate and thin film can
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Figure 5.2: XRD results of Fe doped STO thin films. - The (002) reflections

for the increasing Fe doping concentration for the investigated STO thin films (top)

with the c-axis elongation graph versus the doping concentration (bottom).
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5.3 Surface composition

Figure 5.3: Typical LEED pattern for the Fe doped STO thin films. -

A clear 4-fold symmetry characteristic for the cubic STO is visible. The LEED

patterns of: 0 % Fe doped sample also called the reference sample a), the 1 %

Fe doped sample b) and the 2 % Fe doped sample c). The LEED patterns were

recorded for the electron energy close to 100 eV for each case.

Component
standard geometry grazing geometry

45◦ 15◦

1 % Fe 1.2 - 1.7 % 2.5 %

2 % Fe 2 - 5 % 10 %

5 % Fe 9 - 13 % 17 %

Table 5.1: XPS concentration measurement of the Fe doped STO thin

films. The results from measurements in two geometries - normal and grazing

- for the Fe concentration of Fe doped STO thin films. Data shows that the Fe

concentration increases close to the surface.

be also noticed. Obtained results are consistent with the XPS measurements,

where the increase of the iron concentration depending on the distance from the

surface was detected. It was done by changing the angle of XPS detection and

the X-ray radiation relative to the sample surface. The results for all samples

and two different measurement geometries are presented in the Tab.5.1. It was

found that the Fe and Nb migrates towards the sample surface. The mechanism

for the migration can be similar to the one noticed in the single crystal sample

described in the chapter 3. The extended defects plays a major role in this pro-

cess, enhancing migration.

Further investigation of the Fe inhomogeneity in thin films led to the imple-

mentation of TEM technique, which showed large inhomogeneous contrast both
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Figure 5.4: Surface element distribution for STO thin films. - TOF-SIMS

measurements for the STO doped with 5% Fe along with the histograms of element

distribution: a) titanium, b) strontium, c) iron and d) deep profile showing Ti, Sr,

Fe and Nb components.

in bright and dark field of view - Fig.5.6. The contrast can not be directly

correlated with the iron distribution, nevertheless it can illustrate that the thin

films structure are far for perfect at nanometer scale. The measurement were

performed at Peter Grünberg Institute (PGI), Forschungszentrum Jülich.

5.4 Further Fe inhomogeneity investigation

The XPEEM experiment were performed in order to obtain high magnification,

chemically resolved images of 20 nm resolution or better (in perfect conditions).

The highest contrast can be achieved for samples consisting of elements well

spaced in the periodic table. In the case of Fe doped STO, there very little sepa-
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Figure 5.5: 3D image of element distribution for STO thin films. - The

TOF-SIMS elements distribution in a form of 3d-pictures for the SrTiO3 doped

with 5 % Fe in a 2 µm × 2 µm scanning area. The showed elements are: a)

titanium, b) strontium, c) iron and d) niobium.

Figure 5.6: TEM images of STO thin film. - The bright field (BF) and

dark field (DF) images obtained from the TEM technique, showing large contrast

inhomonegeities in 100 nm thick STO film doped with 5 % Fe.
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Figure 5.7: XMCD result on the Fe 712,7 eV edge. - The result obtained

from the XPEEM equipment localized on the Swiss Light Source synchrotron. The

both polarization (P+ and P-) of the incoming X-ray radiation are shown, as well as

the their difference (XMCD signal) showing magnetic contrast. The measurement

was done on the 5 % Fe doped STO thin film sample.

ration, which significantly reduce the final resolution. Nevertheless an interesting

results were obtained on one of the sample - the 5 % iron doped thin film. An

XPEEM image performed on the 7.127 keV energy (iron absorption edge) as well

as the XMCD (difference between two polarization of the incoming X-rays) sig-

nal are presented in the Fig.5.7. Even though no Fe inhomogeneities were found

(the ones visible on the P+ and P- image originates from the topography or

the work function) a very small magnetic signal was found coming from the 100

nm inhomogeneities. There was no trace of similar results on on other samples.

To confirm the presence of the ferromagnetic signal, the macroscopic magnetic

measurements were performed using SQUID magnetometer. The results for the

sample with the higher doping concentration of 5 % Fe, after substrate signal

subtraction, are shown in the Fig.5.8. Very weak ferromagnetic signal can be

found.

While the stoichiometric STO is diamagnetic, some instances of the ferro-

magnetism was reported in the literature(177). No clear explanation for this

phenomenon is given, but the impurities or cation vacancies are suggested(178).

Other explanation involves a 2D electron gas effects, as some experiments on

the LaAlO3/SrTiO3 interface showed ferromagnetic behavior(179). Yet, in this

work the influence of the impurities or cation nonstoichiometry was determined

to be very unlikely. The XRF showed no magnetic impurities and XPS showed

good cation stoichiometry. Naturally, the Fe can induce ferromagnetism(180),

but only when sufficient concentration is reached. It was shown that the ferro-
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Figure 5.8: Magnetization measurements for the 5% Fe doped STO thin

film. - The magnetization for 5 % Fe doped STO thin film at: a) 300 K and b)

2K. The insets are the magnification of the region for small fields. Clearly visible

hysteresis loops shows ferromagnetic interaction even at the room temperature.

magnetic behavior is not longer present in case of 20 % Fe doped epitaxial thin

films of STO(181). Off course, this the 20 % limit is true exclusively in the case

of homogeneously distributed iron, so one can expect that the nonhomogeneous

distribution can significantly lower this limit.

To further confirm the presence of the ferromagnetism and to gather addi-

tional information about its source, the Mössbauer spectroscopy on the Fe ions

was performed. Typically the MS geometry require significant volume of the ma-

terial and it is not suitable for the thin films. However a variation of the method

- the Conversion Electron Mössbauer Spectroscopy was implemented. In this

method the primary gamma radiation interacts with the surface of the material

and, due to converstion interaction, the electrons are emitted from the sample.

The short mean free path of the electrons in solids give surface sensitivity (top

10 nm of the material). The result of a CEMS experiment performed on the

higher doped sample (5 % Fe) is presented in the Fig.5.9. The numerical fit-

ting was performed giving 3 separate components, which are summarized in the

Tab.5.2. The components are described by 3 major parameters, and according

to the results they were attributed to the various oxidation states. The relative

area i.e. the ration of the components is also present. The three mentioned

parameters are: isomer shift (δ), quadrupole splitting (∆EQ) and the magnetic

hyperfine field (Bhf ). The isomer shift is used primarily for the determination of

the ion valency state but also for the ligand bonding state, electron shielding and
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the electron-drawing power of electronegative groups. Typically the comparative

study is done, as there is substantial literature on the iron MS. The quadrupole

splitting comes from the interaction between non-spherical charge distribution

of a nucleus (in this case Fe) and the asymmetrical electric field produced by

an asymmetric electronic charge distribution or ligand arrangement. Thus, the

quadrupole splitting gives information about local geometry and in the case of

symmetrical distribution its value should be close to zero. The last parameter, the

magnetic hyperfine field comes from the interaction of the nuclear spin moment

with the magnetic field (Zeeman splitting). This parameter is directly related

to the magnetism and magnetic interaction, and should vanish in the case of no

long-range interactions. Thus the observed lines are related to:

• double line - a doublet suggests that the local symmetry of the iron ions is

not cubic like in the case of Fe4+. The isomer shift fits well with the values

for the Fe3+(182),

• single line - there is no splitting, thus the local symmetry is cubic, the

isomer shift is close to 0, which fits well with the Fe4+ case(182),

• sextet - line formed of broad distribution of the magnetic filed, with the

average field of 23.3 T (for the comparison Bhf for ferromagnetic α-Fe is

equal to 33.3 T), the isomer shift suggest that this component stems from

the Fe4+.

The existence of the magnetic component confirms previous results, however

even in the long measurement period the statistic of the measurement is not

sufficient to perform full analysis. Nevertheless the source for the magnetic in-

teraction can be from either vibronic Fe4+ O2− Fe4+ or polaronic Fe4+ O2−

Fe3+. Additionally the contribution from the antiferromagnetic Fe3+ O2− Fe3+

virtual superexchange can not be excluded. Thus some remarks has to be given

concerning the iron homogeneity.

As a summary, no direct evidence was found for the iron agglomeration. Nev-

ertheless, the resolution of all available techniques were well above 50 nm, which

is probably not sufficient to detect small agglomerates. However, the magnetic

measurement strongly suggest, that the agglomeration of the Fe has to take place.
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5.4 Further Fe inhomogeneity investigation

Figure 5.9: MS results for the 5 % Fe doped STO thin film. - The results

for 5 % Fe doped STO thin film at room temperature is presented. The data was

fitted using three components - one coming from the Fe3+ paramagnetic component

and two from the Fe4+.

Component
δ ∆EQ Bhf oxidation area

mm/s−1 mm/s−1 T state %

double line 0.42 0.62 - Fe3+ 21

single line -0.1 - - Fe4+ 28

sextet -0.1 - 23.3 Fe4+ 51

Table 5.2: Mössbauer parameters for the 5 % Fe doped STO thin film.

The best fit to the MS data shows three distinctive components. One for the Fe3+

and two for Fe4+. One of the components shows sextet splitting, which is possible

only in the presence of the magnetic interactions.
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5.5 AFM measurements

In order to detect the RS behavior in the nanosclae, the LC-AFM technique was

implemented. The sample topography was carefully studied, but the main focus

was put on the local electrical behavior. In general, as-received thin film samples

exhibited flat surface with barely visible terraces originating from the substrate.

The substrate were prepared prior to thin film evaporation in high temperature

and ambient atmosphere yielding flat single terminated surface with mono-atomic

steps. The deposited films shows very grainy morphology suggesting a 3D growth

of the film.

Figure 5.10: AFM investigation of 0 % Fe doped STO thin film. - 0 %

Fe doped (reference) sample of thin film of STO obtained from LC-AFM measure-

ments: a) topography, b) local current, c) small scale local current measurement

and d) the profiles of conductive spots.

The average grains height are in the range of 1.0 - 1.2 Å. The RMS parameter

typically used to quantify the surface roughness(183) was found to be in the range

of 2 - 5 Ådepending slightly on the sample and on the preparation procedure. Ad-

ditionally, one can notice 20 - 30 nm islands elevated above the surface by several

nm. Their appearance depends strongly on the sample history, for example the
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5.5 AFM measurements

samples measured shortly after production were relatively free of them, whereas

the samples measured over the period of weeks (or months) exhibited a large

quantity of islands. The same effect was also spotted when the samples experi-

enced reapeting cycles of UHV heating (up to 300 ◦C). Similar islands or droplets

were found in lightly reduced and rapidly cooled single crystal STO, which was

attributed to the formation of amorphous SrO on the surface(149).

Figure 5.11: AFM investigation of 1 % Fe doped STO thin film. - 1 %

Fe doped sample of thin film of SrTiO3 obtained from LC-AFM measurements: a)

topography, b) local current, c) small scale local current measurement and d) the

profiles of conductive spots.

Moreover, the local conductivity measurements revealed that those islands

are insulating, which is consistent with the electrical properties of SrO(184). The

electrical measurements using conducting tip showed very inhomogeneous surface

resistance. A number of well conducting spots in the weakly conducting matrix

were found. It was already shown that the well conducting spots are the exist

of filaments, formed of extended defects allowing for enhanced oxygen vacancy

transfer. They are the intrinsic property of the material, and are typically just

a few nanometers in diameter. Singular spot can be individually addressed and

switched resistively by the AFM tip(12). Such filamentary conductivity can be
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found in many binary and ternary oxides(185, 186) and in general is considered

surface rather than bulk related(12, 187). The detailed comparison between the

the topography and the conducting spots was made in order to rule out any arti-

facts connected with the tip-sample interaction. The results shows that the cor-

relation was very low. Typical topography and local resistivity map can be found

in the Fig.5.10 - 5.13. The average densities of the conducting spots ranged from

5·1010 to 3·1011 dots/cm2. The average size of the conducting spots was found to

be several nm, however the distribution was very large, which was surely heav-

ily influenced by tip geometry and coating deterioration. Nevertheless, obtained

densities were consistent with the densities obtained for other systems, like the

STO thin films grown on SrRuO3 substrate(99). The statistical information are

summarized in the Tab.5.3.

Figure 5.12: AFM investigation of 2 % Fe doped STO thin film. - 2 %

Fe doped sample of thin film of SrTiO3 obtained from LC-AFM measurements: a)

topography, b) local current, c) small scale local current measurement and d) the

profiles of conductive spots.

It is worth mentioning, that the topography and the local resistivity map of

5% Fe doped sample are slightly different from the samples with smaller iron con-

centrations. First, no amorphous, non-conducting SrO islands were found, and
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5.5 AFM measurements

Sample
RMS density of conducting

(nm) spots (1/cm2)

0 % Fe 0.3 5.8·1010

1 % Fe 0.5 9.5·1010

2 % Fe 0.2 1.29·1011

5 % Fe 0.3 2.44·1011

Table 5.3: Statistical data on the LC-AFM data of thin films. Statistical

data for the both topographical and electrical measurements performed for all

investigated samples of SrT iO3 thin films doped with iron. The uncertainties are:

RMS = 0.2 nm and density = 1·1011 1/cm2.

Figure 5.13: AFM investigation of 5 % Fe doped STO thin film. - 5 %

Fe doped ample of thin film of SrTiO3 obtained from LC-AFM measurements: a)

topography, b) local current, c) small scale local current measurement and d) the

profiles of conductive spots.
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second the local conductivity looks qualitatively different. We found a number of

relatively large - typically 40 - 80 nm well conducting areas, as can be seen in the

Fig.5.13 b) and c). Further investigation revealed that they are formed of pre-

viously observed well conducting spots. One could link the presence of the well

conducting areas with the iron inhomogeneity deducted from other experiments,

but the direct correlation was not possible. Nevertheless, the ability to decorate

the defects and extended defects by iron observed in the single crystals inves-

tigation can suggest that there are strong relation between the well conducting

regions and the iron agglomeration. We did not observe the same effect for lower

iron concentration, which could indicate concentration threshold of 5 %. This

threshold however, may only be related to the observation of conducting areas on

the surface, not the actual limit, above which the iron starts to agglomerate.

Figure 5.14: Schematic of the area RS experiment. - The schematic repre-

sentation of the first type RS experiment including LC-AFM, where the surface is

first switched by the higher voltage and then scanned using much lower voltage.

Figure 5.15: Schematic of the current-voltage RS experiment. - The

schematic representation of the second type RS experiment including LC-AFM,

where the current-voltage characteristic are gathered in a specific points on the

sample surface.

In order to investigate the RS behavior of the thin films two types of experi-

ments were performed:
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5.5 AFM measurements

• First was focused on the investigation of the surface RS. The polarized

tip of the LC-AFM was used to scan certain area with sufficiently high

voltage (write) and next the same region was scanned with much lower

voltage (read) - schematically presented in the Fig.5.14. Thus, the changes

in the conductivity before and after each scan as well as any changes in the

topography could be detected.

• Second type o experiment was more local, the LC-AFM tip was set in one

point and then voltage sweeps were done (I-V curves). This allowed to

measure the response of the thin films very locally and detect the resistive

switching in direct way - schematically presented in Fig.5.15.

Figure 5.16: Surface RS experiment performed on the 2% Fe doped STO

thin film. - The results show a local conductivity image recorded with the 200 mV

bias by the LC-AFM after switching four regions with the higher negative voltage

of -2 V (left). The profiles of the switched regions are also presented (right).

One has to keep in mind, that the sufficiently high currents flowing through the

conducting tip can damage the tip. This current density limit is tip-dependent,

and typically ranges from 107 to 108 A/cm2. For this reason (among other), all

commercial AFM are equipped in the current compliance features. In the case of

data presented in this chapter the limiting current was equal to 333 nA, which

is considered a safe value. The results from the first type of experiment are

presented in the Fig.5.16, while all investigated samples exhibited very similar

behavior. The presented image shows local resistance map in 2 × 2 µm region

with 200 mV bias. The four region in the center was previously scanned with -2 V

bias and then presented image was recorded. The current measured in the dark,
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non-conducting region was equal to 0.56 pA, which is very close to the smallest

current that can be measured by using applied LC-AFM setup. Therefore, it was

not possible to determine the real value of current flowing trough the sample. By

analyzing the profiles of the switched regions one can notice two features: the

increase of the current flowing trough those regions and fact, that all regions ex-

hibits very similar conductivity. The resistance of the switched regions decreased

by the factor of 20 (lowest value).

Figure 5.17: IV curves for the series of Fe doped STO thin films. - The

chosen current-voltage characteristics recorded with the use of conducting tip and

the LC-AFM equipment. The presented results are typical for the 0 % (left), 1 %

(middle) and 2 % (right) Fe doped samples. The RS is clearly visible.

The results from the second type of experiment in a form of several chosen I-V

curves are presented in the Fig.5.17. One can clearly recognize the RS behavior.

The arrows points out the direction of the voltage sweeps. The origin of the RS

behavior in thin films is identical to these in the single crystals: the negatively

polarized tip repels the oxygen ions, which travels further from the surface. The

oxygen vacancy concentration increases leading to the I-M transition. During

this process the resistance of the material decreases significantly, and material

transfer to metallic state - like in case of the 0% Fe doped sample presented in the

Fig.5.17. If the polarization of the tip is changed to positive, the oxygen ions are

attracted and the metallic state is destroyed(12). The separate electroformation

step was not necessary, since the first voltage sweep was sufficient to induce RS

behavior. This could be due to the fact, that the thin film material consist of a

much larger defect concentration that the single crystals, thus the oxygen vacancy

concentration is high from the beginning. From this reason, even relatively small

voltage was sufficient to produce RS response.
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5.6 Activation energy

5.6 Activation energy

With respect to a deeper understanding of the current transport mechanisms

the electrical temperature measurements using the LC-AFM was performed. For

every 50 ◦C from the room temperature to 200 ◦C several (typically 5) local resis-

tance maps with the size of 500 nm × 500 nm were made. Then the resistance was

calculated and plotted against temperature and fitted to the Arrhenius formula:

R =
R0

T
· exp

(
−Ea
kBT

)
(5.1)

The resulting activation energies are showed in the Fig.5.18 and Tab.5.4.

Higher iron concentration tends to decrease the activation energy, although the

changes are rather small. Qualitatively, the obtained values are in good agreement

with the XPS measurements(83), which yielded a band gap of approximately 0.4

eV for iron doped thin films and an increase in the density of states in-gap with

the iron concentration. Nevertheless, the obtained values are significantly lower

that those of the single crystals reported in this work. One can find a number of

different values reported in the literature, starting from 0.3 eV(31) to 1.3 eV(188).

Figure 5.18: Activation energy measured for the Fe doped STO thin

films. - LC-AFM temperature measurements for series of thin films of Fe doped

SrTiO3.
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Sample
activation energy

(eV)

0 % Fe 0.32

1 % Fe 0.27

2 % Fe 0.26

5 % Fe 0.25

Table 5.4: Activation energy obtained from the LC-AFM data on Fe

doped STO thin films. The results from the best linear fit to the Arhenius plot

for the electrical measurement of Fe doped STO thin films.

The easiest explanation for such variations in reported values can be the com-

plex character of the STO surface, different preparation methods and the thermal

history of the samples. However, further investigation performed in this work

showed completely different mechanism, that is directly connected with the RS

phenomena. During the previous experiment, the threshold voltage for the ’on’

and ’off’ state was found to be close to 5 volts, which was slightly influenced by

the actual duration of the measurement. Namely, longer voltage pulses decreased

the voltage threshold. Thus, the voltage previously considered ’safe’ in a sense,

that was not sufficient to induce RS transition, could be much lower that pre-

viously anticipated. In other words, the resistance of the investigated thin films

might change during measurements. This would have substantial influence on

the activation energy values.

In order to confirm those concerns, a number of experiment were performed.

Completely new set of experimental data was gathered, by adding the voltage

dependence on the typical LC-AFM resistance map versus temperature measure-

ments. Thus, for each temperature step a set of I-V curves ranging from ±0.5 V

each in a raster of 100 × 100 points in the 500 nm × 500 nm region was measured.

Again, at least 5 different region on the sample surface was investigated. Conse-

quently, for each voltage, an activation energy was calculated and plotted versus

voltage in Fig.5.19. What is more, a two plots were made - in the upper one only

the data from selected 20 most conducting spots in each LC-AFM image was

taken into the calculation, while in the bottom whole image was averaged. One

can notice that there are some differences, which shows that the conducting spots

behave differently than the ’matrix’, which points out that they are different in

the origin. One could assume that the activation energy should not be on the
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5.7 Conclusions

Figure 5.19: Activation energy versus voltage in Fe doped STO thin

films. - The results obtained from LC-AFM temperature measurements for series

of thin films of STO doped with iron showing a clear dependency on the applied

voltage.

voltage. Nevertheless, in the case all investigated thin films, the dependency on

the voltage is significant. Even the smallest applied voltage of 20 mV lead to the

electrical modification of the surface during measurements. This could explain

the difficulties in obtaining the real value of the activation energy for the STO

thin films.

5.7 Conclusions

This chapter consist of the measurements on Fe-doped (0, 1, 2 and 5 % at) STO

thin films. Good crystallographic structure was confirmed by XRD and LEED

measurements. The element distribution obtained from the TOF-SIMS measure-

ment (worse than 100 nm resolution) was shown to be homogeneous, both in
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micro- and nano-scales. Nevertheless, several techniques indicated the possibil-

ity of iron agglomeration into regions of around 50 nm and less. The magnetic

measurements clearly showed the existence of ferromagnetic contribution, that

would be very unlikely in the case of random Fe distribution. The TOF-SIMS

depth profiles showed iron and niobium migration, either during the preparation

process or later during thermal treatment.

The topography and local conductivity experiment revealed generally flat sur-

face with the RMS parameter below 0.5 nm. Local resistivity maps showed very

inhomogeneous surface conductivity in form of very well conducting spots. The

conducting regions were attributed to, already observed in the single crystals,

exits of the extended defects network. Moreover, the temperature measurements

allowed to calculate the activation energy, which was directly correlated with

the oxygen vacancy migration. Unfortunately, it was discovered, that even the

smallest applied voltage was sufficient to change the resistivity of the measured

thin films, which resulted in the clear dependence of the activation energy on the

applied voltage.

What can be considered a success, is that many features are very similar to

those found in the single crystals, especially the RS behavior. The RS behavior

was clearly observed, both as a typical I-V curves and as permanently switched

surface area. This shows, that the thin films of Fe doped STO can be successfully

used in the future RRAM applications. Nevertheless, one has to keep in mind that

the obtained data can be influenced by the behavior of the thin film substrate.
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Summary

The main objective of this work was to identify and understand the physical

mechanisms underlying the phenomenon of the RS in the Fe doped SrTiO3 mate-

rial. Two basic types of materials were investigated: the single crystals and thin

films. The main reason for this approach was to obtain the information about

both: the fundamental physics (single crystals) and the material more suited

for the applications (thin films). The samples with different iron concentrations,

were modified by the temperature, electric field and chemical gradients. Result-

ing changes were investigated by a number of techniques that are characteristic

to the solid state physics in the macro- and nano- scales.

Completed studies have shown that:

• Crystallographic structure of the starting crystals was in good agreement

with the literature.

• Surprisingly high level of the Fe concentration variation, even for the rela-

tively low Fe doping, was found.

• Local conductivity in nanoscale showed characteristic conducting stripes,

not observed previously.

• Fe valence state was found to be a mixture of 2+ and 3+, contrary to the

most of the reports on similar systems.

• Moderately high temperature treatment under oxidizing and reducing con-

ditions led to huge chemical modification of the crystal surface, including

formation of new phases and the decomposition of STO phase.
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• High mobility of the Fe ions above 700 ◦C allowed for significant iron mi-

gration and preferential atoms localization (close to the extended defects).

Especially interesting is that the crystals exposed to the high temperature

under various conditions undergone transformation and decomposition to other

phases. This remains in the contrary to conventional model, where only the oxy-

gen content in the form of SrTiO3−δ was changing. Moreover, the affinity of the

Fe ions to locate close to the extended defects was shown, as an formation of

filament like Fe structure. The nanoscale RS behavior was also evident and did

not differ significantly from the behavior in the undoped STO crystals. It was

concluded, that the basic mechanism of RS in Fe doped STO is not influenced by

the iron doping.

Similar results can be observed under the electrical stress. The electroforma-

tion and subsequent electro-coloration phenomena were investigated. The most

prominent results showed:

• Electrical stimuli led to the I-M transition.

• I-M transition was connected to changes in the oxygen vacancy concen-

tration and the movement of the oxigen ions along the extended defect

network.

• Evolution of the color front was documented, and compared to the removal

of oxygen ions from the material.

• Total number of the oxygen ions removed from the material during elec-

troreduction experiment was estimated.

• RS behavior was found and measured both in macro- and nano-scales.

• Fast reaction of the electrical behavior to the surrounding atmosphere con-

firmed, that the oxygen can be removed and introduced to the system quite

easily.

Strong connection between the evolution of the color front and the electrical

properties of the samples were shown. Also the fact that the Fe doped STO

crystal is in fact ’open’ to the removal and introduction of the oxygen ions from

the surrounding atmosphere was found.
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The investigation of the thin films yielded promising results, especially in the

similarities with the single crystal behavior. The most interesting findings consist

of:

• Many hints that the Fe ions were inhomogeneously distributed in the STO

matrix was found.

• Fe was found to be very mobile and typically was found to migrate away

from the surface into the bulk.

• High susceptibility of the electrical parameters to the electrical stress led

to high variation in the measured activation energy values.

• The RS behavior was confirmed and no clear voltage threshold for the set

and reset voltage was found (up to several mV).

This results showed many similarities of the STO thin film and single crystals

behavior. It seems possible to maintain good single crystal properties in more

applicative thin films. What is more, the pursue for the ’perfect’ or defect-free

thin films is not always necessary, since it can be beneficial for the RS materials

to posses slightly different structure or defect concentration. Nevertheless, there

is still a long way from the basic investigations and prototypes to the commercial

applications. It is also important to be more careful measuring the electrical

properties of the RS material, since the properties of the investigated material

can change during the experiment itself, leading to unreliable results.

Outlook

Investigation presented in this work showed that the RS is complicated phe-

nomena. The complexity of the RS even increases, when one moves his attention

from the macroscale, typically used to describe the properties of the materials,

into nanoscale. In many cases, only the nanoscale experiments can provide cru-

cial data necessary for better understanding of the fundamental physics. What

is more, the observations in nano-scale clearly shows that the perfect crystals are

really not so perfect as one could expect, which is strongly connected to structure

defects and inhomogeneity of the dopant. The knowledge of the imperfection and

the real state of the materials is not only useful from the fundamental point of

view. I strongly believe it is necessary for the future investigation and the devel-

opment of new technologies. As the case of the STO (and the Fe doped STO)

shows, the extended defects, such as dislocations, are crucial for the RS behavior.
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6. SUMMARY

Therefore a careful investigations, mostly in nanoscale, can provides the ideas

and the means to exploit the defects and imperfections for the benefit of new

materials with outstanding properties.
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